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Problem
Members of the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church expressed a desire
establish closer bonds within the congregation and community. The lack of close
friendships within the church fellowship led to several members transferring to other area
churches. Later, an interest survey revealed the congregation wanted to participate in
friendship evangelism. In response to the desire of members to form closer friendships
and to engage in friendship evangelism, the purpose of this study is to develop a seminar
of friendship evangelism for the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church that will
enable members to identify, understand, and form friendships within the church
fellowship while leading others to a personal relationship with Christ in a natural style.

Method
The seminar, Climbing Friendship Mountain, was designed over a year and
implemented in a six week period to teach participants how to identify, understand, and
form friendships. The seminar consisted of the main components, classroom instruction
and field work experience. The classroom instruction taught the participants principles
and concepts of friendship evangelism. The purpose of the field work component was to
provide the participants with an opportunity to practice the techniques and principles
learned in the classroom.

Results
Participants who completed the seminar received a certificate. Participants formed
new friendships within the church fellowship and with other non-believers. Some even
successfully led friends and relatives to the faith, which resulted in baptism.
Conclusions
The project exposed the participants to the conscious reality that exists each day to
form a friendship and share Christ with a friend. The positive evaluations received. The
old friendships developed, and new friendship circles formed. Participants used their
influence to secure opportunities for the seminar to be shared at four elementary schools,
and three local churches. The fact that several participants were able to lead a friend to
Christ and eventually become a baptized member of the local church affirms the
contribution of the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar program and the validity of
the project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Dissertation
Statement of the Problem
One of the greatest needs in the local congregation is the need for close
friendships. Individual case studies cite testimony of lonely people surrounded by
uncaring members. These people want to be accepted, needed, heard, and loved. They
believe the local church is cold, aloof, boring, condemning, unfriendly, and irrelevant to
their social needs.1Each year, Seventh-day Adventist members leave the fellowship o f the
local church because of the lack of friends within the congregation. About half of those
who are baptized members in their mid-teens will drop out o f the church by the time they
are halfway through their 20s.2 Adding to the frustration level of Adventist members is
the lack of knowledge and experience in forming new friendships within the local church
and leading friends outside the church into a personal relationship with Christ.3
In March of 1997, several of the single adults (ages 17-35) expressed the need for
‘Roger L. Dudley, Why Our Teenagers Leave the Church (Hagerstown, MD:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 2000), 60-64.
2Ibid„ 60.
3Ibid., 63.
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2
closer friendships within the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church (Bladensburg
Church). Upon further investigation, the pastor discovered some of the single adults had
transferred to other churches in the area seeking to establish these close bonds. In the fall
of the same year, several members asked if the chinch could participate in another form of
evangelism rather than hold a three week tent meeting or conduct a Revelation Seminar.
An interest survey was conducted which revealed the desire of many of the members to
learn friendship evangelism.

Statement of the Task
It was the purpose of this project to: (1) develop a seminar of friendship
evangelism that would enable the members to identify, understand, and form friendships;
(2) foster closer bonds within the congregation and the community; (3) lead a friend to a
personal relationship with Christ; and then, (4) evaluate the results.

Justification of the Project
The Bladensburg Church is located in the township of Bladensburg, Maryland
(one mile east of the northeast quadrant of the District of Columbia). Both the
Bladensburg church (membership of 300) and community (population of 7,661) are
composed mainly of single female adults (ages 17-36), predominately African American
(yet representing a diverse population of several countries). The largest group of youth in
the Bladensburg Church are children (ages 3-10). The Bladensburg Seventh-day
Adventist Church has demonstrated that through friendships, people become members of
the local congregation. On the other hand, the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist
Church has discovered that one of the primary reasons that people leave the local church

3
is the lack of friendships. A concept of friendship evangelism needs to be in place for the
following reasons: (1) the local church membership needs to be stabilized through
friendships in order to survive for future evangelism; (2) the local chinch members desire
intimate friendships within the church fellowship, but do not know how to make friends;
(3) many members and leaders do not understand or know how to form friendships with
non-members; (4) more members need to become actively involved in sharing Christ with
friends; (5) many church members do not know or understand how to lead a friend to
accept Christ, and (6) local church leaders who desire to train members in forming
friendships need a resource manual for training and assistance.

Description of the Project
The theological foundations for a concept of friendship evangelism from the
Bible, writings of Ellen G. White1, and current literature were reviewed. Lay persons
were surveyed from the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church. Members were
identified who had an interest in making friends and leading their friends into a
relationship with Christ.
A seminar was conducted with eleven hours of instruction. The seminar consisted
of two sermons, classroom instruction and field work experience over six weeks. The
classroom instruction included the following: (I) A Need for Friendship Evangelism; (2)
Four Levels of Friendship Evangelism; (3) How to Make Check-Out Friends; (4) How to
Make Choice Friends; (5) How to Establish Close Friends, and (6) How to Introduce
'“Ellen G. White (1827-1915). Cofounder of the SDA Church, writer, lecturer,
and counselor of the church, who possessed what SDAs have accepted as the prophetic
gift described in the Bible.” Seventh-day Adventist Encyclopedia, 1976 ed., s.v. “White,
Ellen Gould (Harmon).”
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People to Your Best Friend. Each session included lesson objectives, instruction, class
participation, and summary. The participants engaged in field work assignments
beginning with Lesson 3.
The project was evaluated by surveying the participants after the training. Current
pastors and past participants were informally interviewed. Conclusions, reflections,
suggestions, and a summary of the project were compiled.

Definition of Terms
Allegheny East Conference (AEC): One of eight Regional Conferences that covers the
territory of New Jersey, the eastern half of Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
Washington, DC, and the eastern half of Virginia.
Administration: The administrative personnel (President, Secretary, and Treasurer) of a
Seventh-day Adventist conference.
Best Friends: Jesus Christ along with a few close friends who share your most intimate
secrets, thoughts, and emotions. Usually, they can be counted on one hand.
Bringing People to Faith: What is commonly called soul winning; the process of personal
evangelism.
Candidate: A non-Seventh-day Adventist who is in the process of being brought to faith,
or who has made a decision to be a part of the fellowship of a local church.
Check-Out Friend: A person that you meet briefly as you go through life’s journey
simply because of where you live, what you do, or where you go. The
acquaintance could be a stranger, neighbor, co-worker, or relative.
Choice Friend: A person who shares your time mainly in common social activities
or events.
Church: A local congregation, the Seventh-day Adventist church as a denomination, or
Christianity as a religion.
Close Friend: A person who assists you in your crisis moments of life and with
whom you develop an emotional bond which continues to develop with time.
Community of Faith: A local congregation.
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Evangelism: The communication of the gospel of Christ with the intent to convert a
person to Christ.
Friendship Evangelism: A Christian sharing the gospel of Christ through a personal
relationship with those whom one comes in contact with frequently. Also known
as relational evangelism or relational outreach.
Interest: A non-Seventh-day Adventist who has displayed some indication of being
brought to faith.
Laity: Members of the church who are not a part of the remunerated clergy. In certain
specified instances it can refer to the entire people of God.
Personal Evangelism: The intentional encounter with a prospect, interest, or candidate,
usually in a one-to-one context, for the purpose of bringing the individual to faith.
Prospect: A non-Seventh-day Adventist who has been approached for the purpose of
being brought to faith and who has the potential to become an interest.
Public Evangelism: The planning, execution, and follow-up of a series of preaching or
teaching meetings designed to bring people to faith in a non one-to-one context.
Regional Conference(s): The eight organized branches of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church in North America administered by African-American leadership, primarily
to serve a non-Caucasian constituency, and which cover a territory overlapping
several states.
Seventh-day Adventist: The Seventh-day Adventist Christian denomination or a member
thereof.

CHAPTER 2

THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM

This chapter focuses on the theological foundations for evangelism in Scripture.
The biblical material is examined for a better understanding of the mandate for bringing
others to faith in Christ through friendship evangelism. A review of the biblical literature
reveals how the covenant relationship between God and humanity is God’s first action of
friendship evangelism. The importance and advantages of friendship evangelism are
highlighted and particular emphasis is given to the role of the laity in establishing friendly
relationships with people to bring them to faith in Christ through friendship evangelism.
The writings of Ellen G. White are examined for additional perspectives regarding the
role of the laity and pastors in establishing friendly relationships with people to bring
them to faith in Christ through friendship evangelism. The literature of other Christian
writers is referenced for additional insight regarding the role of the laity in friendship
evangelism.

Definitions of Evangelism
The word evangelism is never used in the Bible.1Evangelism is a peculiarly
'William J. McKay, Me, an Evangelist?: Every Christian’s Guide to Caring
Evangelism (St. Louis, MO: Stephen Ministries, 1992), 19.
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Christian concept.1The Greek words behind the concept of evangelism are derived from
the noun euangelion and its verbal cognate, euangelizo.2Euangelion comes from two
Greek words, eu, which means “good,” and angellion, which means “message” or
“news,”3 literally translated “good news” or “gospel.” Euangelizo means “to announce the
good news,” literally translated “evangelize.”4
Several authors have established additional definitions as well. Carlyle B. Hayes
stated, “Evangelism means the proclamation of this good news, with the ultimate aim of
its acceptance.”5
James I. Packer defined evangelism in the following words, “Evangelizing,
therefore, is not simply a matter of teaching, and instructing, and imparting information at
the m ind.. . . Evangelism includes the endeavor to elicit a response to the truth taught. It
is communication with a view to conversion. It is a matter of not merely informing, but
also of inviting.”6
G. Michael Cocoris, after considering a variety of interpretations, concluded that
“evangelism is communicating the gospel of Jesus Christ with the immediate intent of
’William Abraham, “A Theology of Evangelism: The Heart of the Matter,”
Interpretation 48 (1994): 118.
2Pedrito U. Maynard-Reid, Complete Evangelism: The Luke-Acts Model
(Scottsdale, PA: Herald Press, 1997), 59.
3McKay, 5.
4G. Michael Cocoris, Evangelism: A Biblical Approach (Chicago, IL: Moody
Press, 1984), 12.
5Carlyle B. Haynes, Living Evangelism (Takoma Park, MD: Review and Herald
Publishing Association, 1937), 33.
6James I. Packer, Evangelism and the Sovereignty o f God (Chicago, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 1961), 50.
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converting the hearer to faith in Christ, and with the ultimate intent of instructing the
convert in the Word of God so that he can become a mature believer.”1
The Lausanne Covenant, developed at the International Congress on World
Evangelization, defined evangelism in these words, “To evangelize is to spread the good
news that Jesus Christ died for our sins and was raised from the dead according to the
scriptures, and that as reigning Lord He now offers the forgiveness of sins and the
liberating gift of the Spirit to all who report and believe.. . . Evangelism itself is the
proclamation of the historical, biblical Christ as Savior and Lord, with a view of
persuading people to come to Him personally and so be reconciled to God.”2
Terry Wardle summed up evangelism as, “Communicating the Good News of
salvation to men and women everywhere, giving them a valid opportunity to receive Jesus
Christ as Lord and Savior and to become faithful, responsible members of His church.”3
Given these parameters it can be said that evangelism is the communication of the
gospel with the intent to convert a person. It includes information about Christ (His life,
death for sin and resurrection) and an invitation to trust Him.4 Evangelism involves more
than making people Christians, it means making them disciples of Christ. According to
Paul in Col 1:28, the ultimate goal of evangelism is for a believer to reach maturity in his
’Cocoris, 14.
2J. D. Douglas, ed., Let the Earth Hear His Voice (Minneapolis, MN: World Wide
Publications, 1975), 4.
3Terry Wardle, One to One: A Practical Guide to Friendship Evangelism (Camp
Hill, PA: Christian Publications, 1989), 8.
4Cocoris, 15.
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or her personal, spiritual growth and service for Christ.1The source of power that works
in Christians to announce Christ to people as they reach spiritual maturity is the Holy
Spirit (Acts 1:8). Evangelism is the outworking of the love of God in a fallen world. God
is involved in it. God the Father got involved when He sent His only Son (John 3:16).
Jesus Christ deemed it such a priority that He made it the subject of His last command to
His disciples (Matt 28:19,20). The Holy Spirit was specifically given to equip the church
for bearing witness (Acts 1:8).
The chief business of the church is evangelism. The church is in existence for the
purpose of carrying the gospel of Christ to those who do not know Him. Everything else
in the church, no matter how important it may be, must take second place to this work.
Every member of the community of faith, whether clergy or laity, bears a responsibility to
God o f carrying out the divine commission to “go” and “preach” to all segments of
society in the world (Matt 28:19,20). The whole church must engage in the initiative of
sharing the “good news” and intentionally persuading those who have not embraced the
“good news” about the reality of salvation through Jesus Christ.

Biblical Foundations for Evangelism
Evangelism has always been one of the central themes of the Bible. After Adam
and Eve sinned, the Bible is clear that God took the initiative in seeking reconciliation
with humanity. When the first couple hid from God in fear, guilt, and shame with marks
of sin already within and around them, God approached them with the searching love call,
“Where art thou?” (Gen 3:9). These first words of God to fallen humanity are the marks
Tbid., 14.
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of grace.1God was calling sinners back to a redeeming relationship. Then God first told
the good news to Adam when He announced that the “seed of the woman” should bruise
the serpent’s head (Gen 3:15). Thus the first messianic promise in the Bible speaks of
One who will effectively break the power of Satan. This message of the Redeemer is
evangelism. This promise gave Adam and Eve hope in their desperation. This hope is
built on the promise of a renewed relationship with God, one of grace, mercy,
forgiveness, salvation, pardon, and power.2 The initial reaching out on the part of God
toward Adam and Eve is the beginning of the redemptive covenant relationship between
God and humanity. The unveiling of God’s love in His covenant relationship to Adam
and Eve did not end in Eden. Down to our time, the Lord continues to reach out to
everyone. The apostle Paul declares in 2 Pet 3:9: “The Lord is not slack concerning his
promise, as some men count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that
any should perish, but that all should come to repentance.”3Keith Intrater describes how
evangelism is revealed in covenant relationships:
Evangelism is an act of love in the sense that it seeks to restore a relationship that is
broken. An unsaved person is alienated from his relationship with God. Evangelism
confronts a person with the blood covenant offered by Jesus. He is invited by this
loving confrontation to reenter a relationship with God and the other believers in the
world.. . . All of God’s actions on earth are redemptive. God’s method of redemption
and restoring relationships is to make a covenant. God’s operation in the earth are
done through covenant. God’s posture toward us is one of offering and keeping
covenant.. . . There is no reason for God to perform any action outside of covenant. A
non-covenantal action would not serve to reestablish a committed relationship. If God
operates outside of covenant, He nullifies His own purpose. A non-covenantal action
‘Derek Kidner, Genesis (Downer’s Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1967), 70.
2Gerhard F. Hasel, Covenant in Blood (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press
Publishing, 1982), 15.
3A11 biblical references are taken from the King James Version unless otherwise
specified.
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would be self-defeating and lack integrity. God never does so.1

Covenant Relationships
The covenant theme is one of the all-encompassing concepts that unifies the Old
and New Testaments of the Bible. The good news of salvation is communicated to
humanity through the covenant and sanctuary from God to humanity. The biblical
covenant concept expresses an intimate relationship between God and humankind.
The standard expression in the Old Testament for the establishing or making of a
covenant between God and humanity is the phrase “to make a covenant. ”2 The Hebrew
phrase reads literally, ‘‘to cut a covenant. ”3 This expression appears in the Old Testament
no less than eighty times. The more frequent and most significant usage of the
“covenant, ” occurs in connection with the covenantal relationship between God and
humanity.4 In the divine-human relationship, covenant is a divinely initiated and
sovereign-ordained phenomenon between God and humankind. God as superior Lord
graciously discloses, confirms, and fulfills the covenant promise. Humankind as
beneficiary of the divine covenant gifts freely accepts the enduring relationship and
renders obedience to the divine obligations (commandments, statues, laws and
’Keith Intrater, Covenant Relationships (Shippensburg, PA: Destiny Images
Publishers, 1989) 124-125.
2See Gen 15:18; Exod 24:8; Deut 4:23; 5:2; Jer 11:10; Ezek 34:25; etc.
3Richard Booker, The Miracle o f the Scarlet Thread (Shippensburg, PA: Destiny
Images Publishers, 1981), 26.
4Edward Heppenstall, Our Firm Foundation, 2 vols. (Washington, DC:
Review and Herald Publishing Association, 1952), 1:446.
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ordinances) by the assisting and enabling grace provided by God.1God uses covenant
relationships as a means of evangelizing humankind through friendships. Through the
covenant relationships with humanity, God initiates dialogue with humankind as a friend
speaking to a friend. The Lord invites humanity into a restored friendship relationship.
This friendship between God and humankind is sealed by the blood of Christ. By faith in
Christ, humanity receives the daily benefits of salvation, support, protection, and
guidance from God. Once God has befriended someone, the person is responsible for
sharing the benefits of his or her growing friendship with God with others. These
components of friendship evangelism are revealed in the covenant relationship between
the Lord and Noah, Abraham, Moses, the prophets, and His people, Israel, in the Old
Testament. Skip MacCarty states, “Whatever else may be said about the covenants, it can
never be said that any covenant ever initiated by God was based on, or was an expression
of, anything other than the everlasting gospel He ordained to be preached ‘to every
nation, tribe, language, and people’ (Rev 14:6). This is a foundational, core truth that
must be affirmed and constantly kept in mind in any study of covenants.”2

God’s Relationship With Noah
From Gen 3 through Gen 6:5, sin had corrupted God’s perfect creation.3 Sin
spread dramatically and produced an ever-widening chasm between God and humanity.
'Ibid., 1:439.
2Skip MacCarty, In Granite or Ingrained? (Berrien Springs, MI: Andrews
University Press, 2007), 9.
3Larry Richards, Every Covenant and Promise in the Bible (Nashville, TN:
Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1998), 11.
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Its disintegration had reached fantastic proportions by Noah’s time.1God described
humankind’s intent in Noah’s day as being so bad that “every imagination of the thoughts
of his heart was only evil continually” (Gen 6:5). God assessed the situation in a
comprehensive way. The word imagination means “design,” “purpose,” or “intent.” The
word heart designated the seat of the thinking and reasoning powers and usually referred
to the mind with all its faculties. Every purpose, intent, and design of the thoughts of
humanity’s inner life was only wicked continually.
God’s reaction is clearly noticeable. First, He “repents” (Gen 6:6). This
“repentance” is not identical with the repentance of humankind (1 Sam 15:29).2 The
second reaction within God revealed by Gen 6:6 is sadness. God was “grieved” in His
heart—deeply hurt by humanity’s wickedness. This revelation of God depicts Him as a
being whose heart can be pained by humanity’s sin. God does not judge human sin in
coldness of feelings or distance, but rather deals with sin in such a way that He will
control it. God determined that the massive and sustained spread of sin needed to be
checked. Total perversion of man’s thoughts to the very core of His will and reasoning
powers called for drastic action. God was moved to action.3
‘Sin moves from disobedience (Gen 3:1 -7) to murder (Gen 4:8) to reckless killing
and titanic lust (Gen 4:23, 24) and on to total corruption and violence (Gen 6:1-12).
2The Hebrew language consistently employs a certain word in the Old Testament
in referring to God’s repentance—nicham. It does not connote a lack of foresight on
God’s part or any variableness in His nature or purpose. The word is employed simply to
present the truth “that God, in consistency with his immutability, assumes a changed
position in respect to changed man.” “Genesis.” Seventh-day Adventist Bible
Commentary. Edited by F. D. Nichol. Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald Publishing
Association, 2002.1:251.
3Watchman Nee, The Better Covenant (New York, NY: Christian Fellowship
Publishers, 1982), 27.
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The noun “covenant” is found in the Bible for the first time in Gen 6:1s.1The
speaker is God, and Noah is the one addressed. A divine decision had been made; God
would virtually bring to an end the work He wrought in Creation in the form of a world
wide flood (Gen 6:7,13). Yet God remained committed to the world He had created. He
had not forsaken those who had not forsaken him. So, God, in fulfilling His divine
purpose, made a covenant as an expression of His relationship with Noah that is
expressed in Gen 6:18. The divine, redemptive purpose of the covenant relationship that
had been in operation since the fall (Gen 3:15) is here renewed by God taking the
initiative: “But with thee will I establish my covenant” (Gen 6:18). The divine “I” of the
covenant initiative is Noah’s ground of security in the impending crisis.2 God establishes3
the covenant. The divine command “thou shall come into the ark” reveals that God’s
covenant with Noah stipulates an obligation. It is God’s covenant, “my covenant,” and
Noah and his family were to be the recipients and the beneficiaries of the covenant
blessing resulting. Noah’s response to God’s invitation to enter into a covenant with him
by going into the ark demonstrates his faith and complete trust in God.4
In establishing His covenant (Gen 9:8-17)5 with Noah, God dispenses His
bountiful grace and mercy. Noah and his family become the carriers of life for the future
'Richards, 18.
2Ibid., 13,18.
3In Gen 6:18 the term used is to establish. A careful investigation of this term in
connection with covenant-making reveals the significance of to “maintain” or “confirm.”
Compare Deut 9:5; 27:26; 1 Sam 15:11; 2 Sam 7:25; 2 Kgs 23:3,24.
4Richards, 18.
5This covenant is the first and only one in the Bible totally universal in scope. It
includes the animals as well as Noah and his family.
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of all humanity. Through them, also, all the blessings of life come to humankind (Gen
7:23).' This covenant relationship includes the external, physical sign of a rainbow in the
clouds that serves as a reminder to the Lord of His covenant never to destroy the earth
again with a flood (Gen 9:12-16).*
2 Humanity’s security in the present and assurance of
salvation in the future arise out of God’s grace and the divine action on behalf of
humankind. God shows himself to be a merciful and a gracious God, steadfast in His love
for humanity.3 The origin and initiation of the covenant relationship is fully grounded and
secured in God. Humankind is the beneficiary of this relationship, demonstrating once
again that salvation is from the Lord. God befriends Noah through His covenant
relationship which results in the salvation of humanity. God’s action of saving humanity
through His covenant relationship with Noah can be viewed as friendship evangelism.

God’s Relationship with Abraham
God’s friendship with humankind is extended through His covenant relationship
with Abraham over three stages.4 This divine covenant is a covenant of grace and
‘The word “only remained” is the first explicit idea of the remnant in the Bible. It
is important to recognize that also at the end of the world the remnant that will be saved
will again be people who respond to God by faith and obedience. It will be a remnant that
stands in the right relationship with God who walks with God (Rev 12:17).
2It confirms the covenant and assures humanity of protection. It imparts the
knowledge that God has kept and will keep his promise to never again bring flood to
destroy the earth. God’s faithfulness to his promise should elicit in humankind
faithfulness to God and serve as a potent deterrent to a life of sin.
3Richards, 18.
4Ibid., 31. The first is reported in Gen 12:1-3; the second in Gen 15:1-21; and the
third in Gen 17:1-14.
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salvation. God initiated it out of His free love.1He revealed himself to Abraham
repeatedly as Yahweh.2 In Yahweh resides the initiative in both creation and salvation,
and also the ultimate control over the present and the fixture. God’s choice of Abraham
was not based on any inherent superiority within him which called for a reward. God’s
choice of him was grounded in divine love, grace, and mercy (Deut 7:6-11). Indeed,
Abraham’s actions reveal his unworthiness as a covenant partner.3 The Lord initiates His
friendship with Abraham in spite of Abraham’s undesirable personal qualities.
During the first stage of the covenant, in Gen 12:1-3, we find a fivefold “I will”
on the part of God, revealing the intensity and greatness of His commitment to Abraham.4
These “I will” promises that God made to Abraham are related to God’s constant
presence with His servant, assuring him that God would be a “shield” to him. God also
gave a Messianic promise to be fulfilled through the seed of Abraham. He promised to
make Abraham a great and mighty nation. God also promised to make the name of
Abraham great. He promised to give him and his offspring a land of their own. Yet,
Abraham received but a single, searching command, “Go forth” (Gen 12:1, NASB).
Abraham obeyed by faith, according to Heb 11:8, not in order to bring about the blessing
promised by God. His part was a response of faith that corresponded to the gracious
relationship which God was about to establish with him. While Abraham is engaged in
^ e e Gen 12:1, 2; 15:7,18; 17:1,2, 7.
2The Hebrew word for a proper noun or personal name of God. The exact
meaning of the name Yahweh cannot be easily established. But in Ex 3:14 God himself
explains this name to mean “I AM THAT I AM.” This unique phrase expresses the reality
of God’s unconditional existence and his sovereignty over past, present, and future.
3See Gen 12:10-20; 16:1-16; 20:1-18.
4Richards, 24-26.
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this covenant relationship with God, one observes constant growth and personal
advancement in his spiritual development with God (Gen 18:22-33; 22:1-14). The Lord’s
friendship with Abraham grows stronger with faith experience.
In the second stage of the covenant-making process, recorded in Gen 15:1-21,
God takes the initiative in reaffirming His covenant relationship with Abraham. Abraham
is a hero of faith who is “the friend of God.”1“Abraham believed in the Lord” (Gen
15:6). What brought about this faith response in Abraham? It was brought about by “the
Lord,” who appeared to Abraham in a revelatory event in history (Gen 15:1). The Lord,
or Yahweh, the God who guides human beings and who is the sovereign over history
giving it direction, had come again to Abraham. So Abraham’s faith was faith “in” a
person, “the Lord.” Thus his faith and trust were “in the Lord.” Faith here means that
Abraham fully and unconditionally accepted as sufficient the divine revelation in the form
of the promise of a son.2 This faith is a response to a divine revelation that is
propositional. It is a tangible promise to be fulfilled in the future. Faith in this instance, as
always when it relates to true faith, is evoked by God.3
Righteousness is something that God declares to be “counted” or “reckoned” to
Abraham,4 who has a right standing before God. Abraham’s response of faith to God’s
word of promise causes God to reckon this faith to Abraham as righteousness. Abraham
’H. Clay Trumbull, The Blood Covenant (Kirkwood, MO: Impact Christian
Books, 1975), 216-218. Cf. Heb 11:8-12; Rom 4; James 2:23.
2E. W. Kenyon, The Blood Covenant (Lynnwood, WA: Kenyon’s Gospel
Publishing Society, 1969), 17.
3Booker, 52.
4Richards, 28.
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believed God’s word that a “seed” would be provided from his own loins. He trusted that
God would fulfill His promise. He simply trusted God. His implicit trust in God as a
Person, and in His promise, reveals that the idea of righteousness in this particular
passage is essentially a relational term.1Righteousness, therefore, is reckoned to a person
when a right faith relationship exists between the person and God. All the while, this faith
relationship is God-produced and accepted by the person. In other words, being counted
as righteous is not based on an act by a human being but rather upon faith evoked by God
himself within that human being. The human dimension of faith, trust, and confidence in
the promise of the Lord and the Lord himself means a submission of one’s whole life,
present and future, into God’s hand.2 Genuine biblical faith becomes effective in lifestyle
and attitudes. The Lord’s friendship with Abraham reveals signs of growth as Abraham
lives out the promises of the Lord.
In the final stage of the covenant-making process, recorded in Gen 17:1-14, when
Abraham was ninety-nine years old, God reaffirms His covenant and announces to
Abraham that it would be established with the birth of a son, Issac, to be bom within a
year (Gen 17:21). At this crucial point God introduces Himself to Abraham as “Almighty
God” for whom nothing was impossible.3 God is truly an “Almighty God”4 who brings
Trumbull, 220.
2Kenyon, 17.
3Ibid., 19.
4The designation “Almighty God” is the English of the Hebrew El-Shaddai. El is
the generic Semitic name for deity and is used for the most part in the Old Testament as a
synonym for Yahweh. Examples are found inNum 23:8,19, 22, 23; 24:4, 8,16, 23; Ps
16:1; 17:6; 85:8; Isa 40:18; 42:5. The exact origin and meaning of the name Shaddai is
not certain. This designation (or simply “Almighty”) is found principally in Genesis and
Job. Compare Isa 13:6; Joel 1:15.
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about the fulfillment of His covenant promises in His own time and without human-made
attempts to help Him (Gen 16:1-16). What God promises He is able to perform at any
time. A more intimate friendship with Abraham demands that God reveals Himself to
Abraham with a different name.
At the conclusion of the covenant-making process, God gave Abraham his new
name.1A deeper nature of friendship requires God to change Abram’s name. The new
name indicates that the new-covenant relationship was sealed and the divine promise was
certain.2 Therefore, it is stated in Gen 17:5, “A father of many nations I have made thee.
Finally, circumcision was introduced as a sign of the covenant relationship between God
and Abraham (Gen 17:11).3
In an explicit statement, God charges Abraham and his seed after him to “keep”
the covenant that He made with them (Gen 17:9). In the same chapter of Genesis, we also
find that this covenant can be “broken” (Gen 17:14). So evidently, Abraham’s covenant
relationship with God can be either kept or broken by Abraham.4 Therefore, the
Abrahamic covenant was conditional in that it required the one with whom the covenant
was made to be faithful to the Lord (Gen 18:18,19). Abraham was to train his family and
household in the way of the Lord, so that when he died, his offspring and posterity would
’See Gen 12:1; 15:1; 17:1, 5. His name is changed from “Abram” meaning “father
is exalted,” to Abraham, “father of a multitude.” He is the first person in the Bible to
receive a new name from God.
2Kenyon, 15.
3Ibid. This sign distinguished Abraham’s descendants from the Gentiles. See Eph
2:11. It perpetuated the memory of God’s covenant (Gen 17:11) and symbolized a
circumcision of the heart. Plus, it fostered the cultivation of moral purity. See Deut 10:16
and Rom 2:29.
4Intrater, 27.
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live as he had lived. Thus, Abraham’s descendants would also have to keep the way of the
Lord, so that the Lord could “bring upon Abraham that which he hath spoken” (Gen
18:19). This friendship with the Lord is a matter of choice.
Faith in God affected Abraham’s choice to continue to follow God’s plan in
history and not take history into his own hands.1For Abraham to follow God’s plan in
history ultimately meant obedience to the point of the sacrifice of his only son (Gen
22:16-18). The act of Abraham’s faith is an unreserved and unconditional placing of
one’s self into the hands of God to be directed by God’s wisdom and governed by His
laws. Abraham’s faith provides security in the Lord, the Lord of the covenant, the Lord
who evokes faith within the one who listens to his Lord. The faith of Abraham is
reckoned as righteousness that finds its security in the Lord. It grounds one’s whole life
and existence in the covenant of God, and it sings praises to God.2 The Lord’s friendship
with Abraham and his seed would provide the means by which God could save humanity.
The Lord extends His offer of friendship with humankind through Moses and His people,
Israel. The Lord’s action of intimate friendship with Abraham, Moses, and Israel is
further evidence of God’s demonstration of friendship evangelism.

God’s Relationship with Moses
God, in His love, chooses or elects Moses and the people of Israel. It is an act of
God’s gracious and loving initiative, just as in previous covenants made with the
'Ibid. See Gen 22. Abraham becomes a model of all who are justified by faith
(Gen 15:6; see Rom 4) and demonstrates that justifying faith is always accomplished by
obedience to God’s law (Gen 26:5).
2Trumbull, 224.
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patriarchs.1God’s choice of Moses and Israel was not determined by characteristics or
excellencies, but grounded supremely in God’s giving His undeserved love and grace to
His leader, Moses, and His people, Israel.2 This means that God’s redemptive acts rest
solely in His nature and is part of what His character is like.
The nature of the Lord’s friendship with Moses and Israel determines what name
He chooses to make known. Moses asked God what he should answer when Israel asked,
“What is his name?” (Exod 3:13). In this question Moses posed, the interrogative mah is
used. This type o f interrogative seeks out the power, qualities, and character of God. The
answer sought by the question as here worded calls not for a name or title or designation,
but rather for the meaning of God’s name: “I AM THAT I AM” (Exod 3:14). Simply put,
“Who is the Lord?”
Gerhard F. Hasel explains the significance of God’s name and His character
revealed in that, “God showed Himself to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in the character and
significance of God Almighty, but in the character and significance of His name Yahweh
He did not make Himself known. Thus the new aspect of the character of God and its
significance that comes to view here is that He will reveal Himself in redemption, in
setting Israel free from bondage, in making Israel His special covenant people, and in
providing the means for them to remain His covenant people through His grace and His
enabling power.”3
The Lord established His friendship with Israel by delivering Israel from the
’Richards, 40.
2See Exod 3:1-10; 2:11-15; Deut 4:37; 7:6-8.
3Hasel, 66.
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Egyptian bondage. Yet the Lord wants Israel to choose to be His friend by entering a
covenant relationship. The point is God first redeemed His people by liberating them
from Egyptian slavery and bondage. God then engaged in another act of salvation and
redemption by establishing a covenant relationship with Israel (Exod 19:4).’ God’s act of
freeing His people from Egyptian subjugation is called an act of His love (Exod 15:13;
Deut 33:3). It is said of Israel that “the Lord loves you” (Deut 7:8). But God loves not
only Israel or every member of those who belong to Israel, He loves also the stranger or
foreigner in their midst (Deut 10:18). God’s love for His people is His saving and
redeeming activity for humanity. In every respect, God’s love, initiative, mercy,
redemptive design, all totally initiated and totally grounded in God himself, come to the
forefront (Exod 6:4-8; Ps 106:45). God’s friendship is extended to all people through
Israel.
It was one thing to be set free from slavery, but quite another to remain free
spiritually, physically, and otherwise. God designed that the covenant which He offered to
His people would establish the deepest, most profound, and most intimate relationship
possible between Him as their God and Israel as His people (Exod 19:5, 6). This
partnership was to give the people of Israel security, protection, and blessing in every
sphere of life. God required a positive commitment of Israel. In choosing to enter a
covenant relationship with God, Israel alone could continue to function in a unique way,
totally free and totally dedicated to their Lord (Exod 19:5, 6; 24:7). By choosing to be
friends with God, Israel is allowed to enter a deeper relationship with Him.
'Kenyon, 22,25. God liberated Israel from Egyptian bondage as an act of free
grace and divine love. Love, election, and redemption are gifts of God totally undeserved.
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God planned to make Israel a treasured possession, or a “peculiar treasure” (Exod
19:5). Israel was set aside for a marked purpose.1The idea of a treasured possession thus
implies special value and a special relationship. God wanted to make Israel a “kingdom of
priests” (Exod 19:6). This expressed purpose seemed to communicate that Israel was to
function as a kingdom made up of priests. Each Israelite was to function as God’s priestly
agent to bring blessings to the nations of the entire world and to minister to the nations’
needs. This special relationship was also fostered in the expression “holy nation” (Exod
19:6). It expressed that Israel had been separated or set apart from the other nations by
God’s grace for a special purpose (Deut 26:19). Israel was set apart to belong to God and
to reveal in the quality of its total life and existence the covenant relationship into which
God had placed it, and to lead others into the same relationship. The Lord expected His
friendship with Israel would mature. Israel was to be God’s witness to other nations by
way of their special friendship with the Lord. Evangelism among the nations was to be
fostered through the covenant relationship with Israel. However, the nation of Israel
failed to meet God’s ideal for them and was reduced to the simple level of a politicalnational entity. Later, the apostle Peter applied these same descriptive phases, “peculiar
treasure” and “holy nation,” to the New Testament church with the same implications of
evangelizing the world with the good news of Jesus Christ (1 Pet 2:9).2 The Lord expects
the New Testament church to engage in evangelism with people through the member’s
friendship with Christ.
This covenant relationship involves friendship and communion. No relationship
’See Deut 7:6; 14:2; 26:18,19.
2Heppenstall, 443.
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and no true communion can exist between two individuals without a set of norms defining
the basis on which the relationship or communion is to function. The law (Exod 20:1-17)
thus becomes an instrument defining all relationships within the covenant and the
covenant community.1It defines the God-human relationship on the vertical plane. It also
defines the interpersonal relationships on the horizontal plane. The law is God’s divine
instrument for defining relationships in which faith responds to love in obedience. The
believer keeps the law because he or she remembers the salvation that God has already
provided (Exod 20:1, 2). P. C. Craigie states that the Ten Commandments were
“representative of God’s love in that its injunctions, both negative and positive, led not to
restriction of life, but to fullness of life. It demanded a response of love, not because
obedience would somehow accumulate credit in the sight of God, but because the grace
of God, experienced already in the liberation from Egypt and in the divine initiative in the
covenant promise, elicited such a response from man in gratitude.”2
At the heart of the Ten Commandments, the Sabbath stands as the covenant sign
between God and Israel.3 The Sabbath, as a sign, imparts to the believer first of all the
knowledge that the Lord is the believer’s covenant God. The Sabbath identifies God’s
sphere of authority and ownership as the “heavens and earth, the sea, and all that is in
them” (Exod 20:11; 31:17). It also indicates that the Lord “sanctifies” His people4 by
'Richards, 40.
2P. C. Craigie, The Book o f Deuteronomy (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1976), 150.
3Heppenstall, 487. See Exod 20:8-11; 31:13. Compare Ezek 20:12.
4See Lev 20:8; 21:8; 22:32; Ezek 37:28.
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making them his “holy” people.1The Sabbath functions as a seal of the relationship
between God and His own people. In keeping the seventh-day Sabbath, the believer
acknowledges the Lord as Creator, Re-creator, Redeemer, and Sanctifier. The believer
also acknowledges thereby God’s ownership and authority over all creation, including
humanity.2 It makes the believer part of God’s covenant community of true worshippers
who “serve” God (1 Chr 28:9), “believe” Him (Isa 43:10), “trust” Him (Ps 9:10), “seek”
Him (Ps 9:10), and “call on” His name (Jer 10:25; Ps 79:6). The law and the Sabbath
helped define the terms and parties involved in the friendship between the Lord and His
people. Both belong to each other.

God’s New Covenant Relationship
God’s friendship with Israel is nurtured through the major and minor prophets of
Israel. Several prophets, including Hosea, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, prophesied about
the new covenant experience.3 Yet, the designation “new covenant” (Jer 31:31) appears
only once in the Old Testament. The prophet Jeremiah, who prophesied during the last
days of the southern kingdom of Judah, when the people of God were about to go into the
Babylonian captivity, announced that a new covenant would come, “Behold, the days
come, saith the Lord, that I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with
the house of Judah: not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day
that I took them by the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which my covenant

'See Exod 19:6; Deut 7:6; Lev 19:2, 3.
2Heppenstall, 490-492.
3Heppenstall, 455. See Hos 2:18-20; Isa 65:17-66; Jer 31:31-34; Ezek 36:26-28.
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they brake, although I was an husband unto them, saith the Lord (Jer 31:31,32).”
Even though the “new covenant” is designated with the adjective “new” for the
first time in Jer 31:31, about 150 years before Jeremiah prophesied the prophet Hosea in
the northern kingdom of Israel predicted a new covenant also, “And in that day will I
make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, and with the fowls of heaven, and
with the creeping things of the ground; and I will break the bow and the sword and the
battle out of the earth, and will make them to lie down safely. And I will betroth thee unto
me for ever; yea, I will betroth thee unto me in righteousness, and in judgment, and in
lovingkindness, and in mercies. I will even betroth thee unto me in faithfulness: and thou
shalt know the Lord (Hos 2:18-20).”
The picture of a future covenant involving the animal kingdom as well as people
and promising abolition of weapons of war and the introduction of peace is certainly a
picture of the future Messianic reign of peace.
So, the new covenant of Jer 31:31 is not so “new.” The term used with regard to
the new covenant of Jer 31:31 is the Hebrew chadas. This Hebrew term means frequently
“to renew” or “to restore”; and something “new” which was not yet present in the same
quality or way before. Reflecting both ideas, the “new covenant” is simply a “renewed” or
“restored’ covenant, plus one now having characteristics not present in the same way or
quality as before.1
When one compares the new covenant of Jer 31:31-34 with the “old covenant”
involving ancient Israel on Mount Sinai, one see’s God’s acts of restoration with Israel.
Again, God initiates the covenant-making relationship with His people (the partners are
’Heppenstall, 456-457.
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the same) when He states, “I will make a new covenant with the house of Israel, and with
the house of Judah” (Jer 31:31). God is the initiator of salvation, “I will forgive their
iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more” (Jer 31:34). The promise of divine
fellowship and communion remains the same, “I will be their God and they shall be my
people” (Jer 31:33). The law remains the same. God speaks of a new covenant, not a new
law. His law is not faulty and was not done away.1The law as a way of life gives
expression to this new covenant relationship.
The new dimension to this covenant relationship is God’s activity in writing His
law upon the human heart by His divine and enabling grace.2 It is God’s work to write the
law inwardly through His Holy Spirit (Ezek 36:26). Thus, the law becomes internalized
within the believers’ will, permeating it so as to make the human will and the divine law
conform perfectly to each other (2 Cor 3:5,6).
While the Lord offered the “new covenant” first to His people whom He elected
and with whom He had made a covenant on Mount Sinai in the times of Moses,
eventually the Lord had to turn from natural, ethnic Israel to spiritual Israel to find the
cooperation he needed in putting into operation the provisions and benefits of his
everlasting covenant, now being called the new covenant.
The members of the “new covenant” community are not every blood descendant
of Abraham, but every person (regardless of whether the person is Jew or Gentile, black
or white, yellow or brown, male or female) who allows God to write his law inwardly.3
'See Exod 24:12; 31:18; 34:1, 28; 1 Kgs 8:21; Jer 31:33. God’s law is immutable
and eternal.
2See Jer 24:7; 31:33; and Ezek 36:26-28.
3Heppenstall, 475. See Rom 11:12-24; Eph 2:12,19.
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This internal writing of the law within the heart of the believer is the work of the Holy
Spirit. Paul stresses that the new covenant is a covenant of the Holy Spirit, the believer
now serving in the newness of the Holy Spirit.1Thus the newness of the covenant is
characterized most effectively by the word “better” (Heb 8:6). The new covenant would
also establish a lasting, profound, and deep relationship and communion between the
human partners and their covenanting Lord, the God of their salvation. Christ is
mediating the “new covenant” (Heb 9:15, RSV). The forgiveness of sin under the new
covenant can be called superior in the sense that it is secured in the death of Christ on the

c

cross (Heb 9:15; Matt 26:28). Therefore, spiritual Israel is made up of those who allow
God to internalize His law within them, and who thereby become sanctified channels of
God’s grace, to enlighten and bless humanity by sharing the good news of salvation in
Jesus Christ.

Friendship Evangelism in the New Testament
As with Adam and Eve, Noah, Abraham, Moses, the nation of Israel, and His
prophets in Old Testament times, the Lord has always taken the initiative to reveal
himself to lost humanity. His goal has always been for lost humanity to enter an intimate,
personal, saving covenant relationship with Him. The apostle Peter makes the astonishing
claim that in Jesus Christ alone can humanity find salvation. “And there is salvation in no
one else; for there is no other name under heaven that has been given among men, by
which we must be saved” (Acts 4:12, NASB). Jesus Christ is the grand focal point of
salvation.
'Heppenstall, 481-487. See Rom 7:6; 2 Cor 3:6.
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Yet, Christ chooses to engage salvation with people through establishing
friendships. In Christ’s pronouncement “I am come that they might have life, and that
they might have it more abundantly” (John 10:10), Jesus sums up the divine answer to the
quest for life at its best. This invitation was made available to sinners, the lost, the
straying, the beggars, the burdened ones, the hungry and thirsty, all of whom Jesus came
to save.1Jesus, the master evangelist, modeled friendship evangelism (relationship
evangelism) when He mingled with all types of people. He had something different to say
to each person.2 He sought out rich people like Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10), poor people
like blind Bartimaus (Mark 10:46-52), religious people like Nicodemus (John 3), social
people like those at the wedding of Cana (John 2), working people like James and John
(Luke 5:1-11), people possessed with evil spirits like the Gadarene demoniac (Mark 5:120) and despised people like Matthew, Levi, and his friends (Mark 2:14-17). Delos Miles,
in his book Master Principles o f Evangelism, indicates that there are at least thirty-five
examples of Jesus ministering to people personally.3 In Christ’s time, friendships served
as effective bridges for the promotion and acceptance of the gospel, “Andrew found his
own brother, Simon, and brought him to Jesus (John 1:41 -42). Andrew had been
introduced to Jesus by John the Baptist, Jesus’cousin (John! :35-37). Another man, Philip,
was from the same town as Andrew and Peter. When he met Jesus, he soon brought
'Mark 2:14-17; Matt 5:6; 11:28-30; 22:9; Luke 14:21-23; 15; 19:10; John 7:37,
38.
2Don Posterski, Why Am I Afraid To Tell You I ’m a Christian (Downers Grove,
IL: InterVarsity Press, 1983), 17.
3Delos Miles, Master Principles o f Evangelism (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press,
1982), 11. For a listing of the thirty-five examples of Jesus’ ministry to individuals, please
refer to appendix A.
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Nathaniel to him as well (John 1:45). It is clear in these cases and others that the good
news moved quickly along the lines of relationship.”1
The book of Acts, which serves as a model for effective witnessing in
contemporary society, demonstrates that friendship evangelism was a most effective
method to bring people from all nations to faith in Jesus Christ. Carlos G. Martin makes
the observation that many baptisms took place through a network of personal
relationships, “Lydia, the businesswoman from Philippi, was baptized with her household
(Acts 16:14,15). The Philippian jailer ‘believer in God with all his household,’ and they
were baptized together on the night of his conversion (16:30-34). In preparation for
Peter’s arrival, Cornelius ‘had called together his relatives and close friends’ (10:24).”2
It is evident that in New Testament times not only did all the early Christians
witness, but they witnessed daily and to everyone they met—especially to those who were
in their network of friends, relatives, associates, and neighbors. Evangelism was not a
special activity to be undertaken at a prescribed time, such as a once-a-year crusade or a
once-a-week visitation effort, but was the constant overflow of individual and corporate
experiences and knowledge of Christ. Listed above are some examples how Christ and
early believers used their relationships as bridges by which to share the gospel.

The Need for Friendship Evangelism
There are significant reasons why friendship evangelism is important. First,
friendship evangelism has proven to be the most effective method of bringing people to
’Wayne McDill, Making Friends For Christ (Nashville, TN: Broadman Press,
1979), 15.
2Carlos G. Martin, Turning the World Upside Down (Nampa, ID: Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 2000), 53.
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faith in Christ. Evangelism at its best flows from relationships. While public evangelistic
meetings, television ministries, and door-to-door evangelism all have their place in
reaching people for Christ, the most effective means of reaching the world is to reach out
to those nearest to you. Be willing to build relationships with people who do not know
Christ.1Every Christian can assume responsibility for sharing the gospel in the context of
daily life.2 Every believer has the opportunity to witness in the context of his or her own
relationship with people. Wherever the believer is going, whatever the believer is doing,
the believer should consciously work at building relationships that will open doors to lead
people to the gospel.3
Second, the emphasis of friendship evangelism is people, not process;
discipleship, not simply membership; growing people in Christ, not simply winning
people to Christ.4 It allows people to grow up in the image of Christ. The apostle Paul
declares, “As therefore you received Christ Jesus the Lord, so live in him, rooted and built
up in him and established in the faith, just as you were taught, abounding in
thanksgiving” (Col 2:6, 7). So, friendship evangelism is not only effective in bringing
people to Christ, but establishing people in Christ. Friends not only bring friends to
Christ, but friendships with other church members is the first step of a new believer’s
assimilation into the church. If new members do not have a minimum of seven friends in
'Daryl G. Donovan, Men Mentoring Men: A Men’s Discipleship Course (Lima,
OH: CSS Publishing Company, Inc., 1998), 187.
2D. James Kennedy, Evangelism Explosion (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House
Publishers, Inc., 1996), 4.
3James Zackrison, Power to Witness (Nampa, ID: Pacific Press, 1993), 48.
4Larry Keefauver, Friends & Faith: Friendship Evangelism in Youth Ministry
(Loveland, CO: Group Books, 1986), 14.
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the church within the first six months, they will be on their way out the back door.1Every
believer has an opportunity to participate in the Great Commission (Matt 28:18-20). The
ability to share the gospel of Christ with a friend in the context of his or her own
relationship with Christ is the key to friendship evangelism. The objective centers on a
friend sharing his or her friend (Christ) with another friend.2

The Advantages of Friendship Evangelism
There are several distinct advantages of friendship evangelism in bringing people
to faith in Christ.3 Friendship evangelism presents a natural opportunity of leading people
to Christ. Every human being is the center of a network of relationships.4 Each person
was bom to a mother and father, and may have brothers and sisters, grandparents, aunts
and uncles, cousins, nephews and nieces. When one marries, this network is enlarged
significantly. When a person’s work associates, neighbors, and strangers encountered
during the course of a day are added, the network is broadened even more. Every believer
should spend time socializing with non-Christians by sharing meals, attending sporting
events, or going to a concert to enlarge his or her network of influence.
Friendship evangelism is built on a demonstrated love for the individual.5 Each
day affords a believer an opportunity to make a commitment to establish a meaningful
’Win Am, The Church Growth Ratio Book (Pasadena, CA: Church Growth,
1987), 23.
2Keefauver, 17.
3For a partial list of biblical examples of friendship evangelism see appendix B.
4Kennedy, 20, 21.
5Philip G. Samaan, Christ’s Way o f Reaching People (Hagerstown, MD: Review
and Herald Publishing Association, 1990), 66.
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relationship with non-Christian people. By communicating acceptance and affirmation,
those on the receiving end become more receptive to the gospel message.1There is a base
of trust because the witness has been first and foremost a friend who deeply cares and
listens. Your friendship has earned you the right to share the gospel.2
In addition to the afore-mentioned, advantages, friendship evangelism is adaptable
and flexible. It does not require detailed planning and logistical preparation. Friendship
evangelism personalizes the message suitable for the occasion. The witness’ eyes, voice,
and posture convey compassion and honest concern for the friend.3 Friendship
evangelism needs no advance staging. One uses the normal events of the day to share the
gospel’s content. While friendship evangelism can be used independently of other forms
of evangelism, it is flexible enough to be used within the framework of other forms of
evangelism. For example, while Jesus was preaching to the masses, Andrew was busy
developing a friendship with the boy with the five loaves and two fishes (John 6:1-14).
Friendship evangelism is based on a relational caring approach.4 Because it is
friendship based, it is inclusive. People of all ages, genders, and cultures are afforded an
opportunity to witness. Every person who desires to share the good news of Christ is
welcomed.
Friendship evangelism has built in, follow-through. The witness, being a friend, is
'Jard DeVille, The Psychology o f Witnessing (Silver Spring, MD: The Ministerial
Association General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1996) 47.
2McKay, 65.
3Posterski, 17, 21.
4Phillip G. Samaan, Christ’s Way o f Making Disciples (Hagerstown, MD: Review
and Herald Publishing Association, 1999), 39.
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then a natural source for nurture. Moreover, the witness’ church provides effective help in
follow-through and assimilation into the community of faith. At the same time, it allows
the new convert opportunities for discipleship in everyday life situations. The person has
become involved with his or her unbelieving friends, relatives, and neighbors with the
intent of sharing the good news of Christ on a daily basis (John 4).1

The Role of Laity in Bringing People to Christ
For friendship evangelism to become a reality in the local church, a correct
understanding of the term “laity” needs to be understood. As the church developed during
the Middle Ages, the term “laity” was misunderstood to imply a false dichotomy between
clergy and laity. The idea emerged that only a specialized group, separate from the rest of
people of God, was truly ministers. This specialized group became known as clergy.
Those who were not a part of this special group became known as lay persons. In the
New Testament a careful study of the word “laity” reveals no such dichotomy exists.
Clergy and lay persons alike are laity. The church is a priesthood. Every believer is a
priest and as such is a minister with a ministry to perform. All believers are chosen, a part
of the chosen priesthood, and called to work for the salvation of others.

Clergy-Laity Dichotomy
During the fourth and fifth centuries, a great misunderstanding (which in some
churches exist today) developed concerning the nature of the church. A sharp division
arose between the church leaders and the people. This division reached its peak during the
Middle Ages when the papacy was at the zenith of its power. The word “laity” is derived
’Kennedy, 22,23.
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from the Greek root “ho laos. ” Its basic meaning is “people of God.1
The medieval church declared there were two kinds of Christians: a spiritually
weak laity and a spiritually strong clergy. The church stated there were two types of
vocations, a secular calling pursued by laity, and a spiritual calling engaged by the clergy.
This teaching gave rise to the idea that there were two kinds of rewards. The laity
received an ordinaxy reward while the clergy received a special reward.2
The Middle Ages dichotomy between clergy and laity led to the idea that only the
clergy could understand and explain the Bible. Since the laity was considered “inferior,”
their individual judgment on all biblical matters were subjugated to those of priests. The
priests were the custodians of truth and their judgment was supreme. The laity was to
support the church by attendance, offerings, and limited participation. Hendrick Kramer
in his work, The Theology o f the Laity, highlights why clergy and laity were defined along
the lines of professional vocation:
The Reformation coupled with its radical elimination of the distinction between
“clergy” and “laity” placed a vehement stress on the pre-eminence of the
preaching office. This vehement stress on correct preaching required a specially
qualified group of bearers of office.. . . It tended toward a reestablishment of a
kind of “clergy”. . . . It encouraged the practical recognition of a secondary status
of the “laity” in comparison with the ministry, the breeding of an attitude of
passivity in the laity as a whole, the accentuation f the significance of “office”
and its leadership.3
The Reformers believed that both the vocation of the clergy and laity were
'Russell Burrill, Revolution in the Church (Fallbrook, CA: Research Center,
1993), 33.
2Sakea Kubo, The God o f Relationships (Hagerstown, MD: Review and Herald
Publishing Association, 1993), 149.
3Hendrick Kramer, A Theology o f the Laity (Philadelphia, PA: Westminister Press,
1958), 65,66.
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spiritual, but the office of the clergy was different from that of the laity.1The clergy is
called to the office of pastoral ministry. One is employed by the church and trained in
theology. Later the pastor is ordained for a leadership position in the church. On the other
hand, the laity have no call to the ministry. Its members are not employed by the church or
trained in theology. Neither are they ordained for ministry. This gave rise to the word
“minister” as a title reserved for the pastors, clergy, or other church officials. The title
“minister” for clergy fostered service in leadership, and the lack of the title “minister” for
laity resulted in the absence of ministry.2

B iblical View of Laity
A study of the word “laity” reveals that it is derived from the Greek word laos,
which means “people,” usually God’s chosen people, the Christians. Luke declares: “How
God at the first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people (laos) for his name”
(Acts 15:14).3 Peter affirms this idea of laos being God’s people by attributing to the New
Testament church terms ascribed only to Israel, God’s people in the Old Testament, “But
ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people [laos];
that you should show forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his
marvelous light. Which in time past were not a people [laos], but are now [laos] the
people of God; which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained mercy,” (1 Pet 2:9,
10, italics added).
'Oscar E. Feucht, Everyone a Minister (St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing
House, 1986), 63.
2Kubo, 152-154.
3Ibid., 57.
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In the New Testament the term laos is used 140 times alone. In each instance, the
term laos includes the entire people of God. The laity are God’s people in the world.
Laity is never used in the Bible in contrast with pastors, lay persons, or church
administrators. The laity are God’s people who possess various gifts for ministry
[service].1
For further clarification, the word “clergy” is derived from the Greek word kleros.
It originally meant the object used in drawing lots to choose a person for a position. It is
related to the verb “call” and is employed in the Greek New Testament when referring to
the Holy Spirit calling a person by the Gospel into the Christian fellowship of the church.2
Paul uses the terms in reference to members of the community of faith: “called to
be saints” (1 Cor 1:2); and “walk worthy of the vocation wherewith you are called” (Eph
4:1). Oscar E. Feught informs us that, “All Christians are God’s called people, God’s
‘clergy’ in the world! Even the Greek word for the church, ekklesia, is derived from the
basic term ‘to call’. .. all Christians are God’s laity (laos) and all are God’s clergy
(kleros). Any distinction we make between clergy and laity cannot clear the laity from
being ministers of the Gospel or being responsible as God’s ‘clergy.’”3

Priesthood of All Believers
The New Testament teaches that all Christians are to be ministers.4 Each member
]Rex D. Edwards, Every Believer a Minister (Silver Spring, MD: Ministerial
Association of General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, 1995), 13.
2Ibid.
3Ibid., 57, 58.
4Ibid., 13.
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is called to be a priest. Peter declared, “You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a
dedicated people claimed by God for his own, to proclaim the triumphs of him who has
called you out of darkness into his marvelous light” (1 Pet 2:9, NEB). The church is a
priesthood where each person is a priest.1Each believer has the responsibility and
privilege of sharing the gospel to the world.2 There is no difference in the status of clergy
and believers. The only difference is in the role of service. There is a difference of
function, not standing in relationship to God or with humanity. Together clergy and
believers compose the body of Christ, together they make up the church, and together
they are responsible for ministry.3 The church is a kingdom of priests who enlarge the
kingdom of God on earth. The laity, the entire people of God, is composed both of
pastors, whose prime function is spiritual nurture and training, and of believers, who, with
their pastor, carry out the ministry of the church.4

Ellen G. White and the Role of the Laity
Ellen G. White’s books, articles, and statements on the importance of personal
involvement of the entire church membership in the work of salvation are well
documented. White strongly advocated the primary role of the non-clergy members in
doing the work of evangelism. She declared what the Scripture admonishes, that every
person in the community of faith is obligated to share the gospel.
’Burrill, Revolution in the Church, 24.
2Kubo, 146.
3Russell C. Burrill, The Life and Mission o f the Local Church (Fallbrook, CA:
Hart Research Center, 1998), 72, 73.
4Kubo, 153.
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Lay Participation in the Great Commission
White often expressed her concern for active involvement of the members in
fulfilling the Great Commission.1While addressing the issue of non-clergy participation,
she usually admonished pastors to provide the necessary training. She counseled that
coupled together, both the church members and the souls won for Christ would benefit
from this training. The following quotes convey her position correctly:
Every member of the church should be instructed in a regular system of labor. All
are required to do something for the Lord. They may interest persons to read; they
may converse and pray with them. The minister who shall educate, discipline, and
lead an army of efficient workers will have glorious conquests here, and a rich
reward awaits him when, around the great white throne, he shall meet those saved
through his influence.2
In every church the members should be so trained that they will devote time to the
winning of souls to Christ. How can it be said of the church, “Ye are the light of
the world,” unless the members of the church are actually imparting light? Let
those who have charge of the flock of Christ awake to their duty, and set many
souls to work.3

Laity Involvement in Friendship Evangelism
White also discussed the influence of kindness and love in sharing the gospel. She
declared that “the strongest argument in favor of the gospel is a loving and lovable
Christian.”4 White highlighted the importance of being a friend who serves as a liaison
connecting non-Christians to Christ, while demonstrating to them that Christians need
'Ellen G. White, Gospel Workers (Washington, D.C.: Review and Herald
Publishing Association, 1948), 29.
2Ellen G. White, Testimonies for the Church, 9 vols. (Mountain View, CA:
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1948), 5:308.
3Ibid„ 6:436.
4Ellen G. White, The Ministry o f Healing (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 1942), 470.
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him as much as they do: “There are souls perplexed with doubt, burdened with
infirmities, weak in faith, and unable to grasp the Unseen, but a friend whom they can
see, coming to them in Christ’s stead, can be a connecting link to fasten their trembling
faith upon Christ.”1
White assured believers that they could find “true success” in winning people to
faith using Christ’s methods. His methods were “accomplished by the power of
persuasion, the power of prayer, and the power of the love of God” which cannot fail.2
White in The Ministry o f Healing writes: “Christ’s method alone will give true success in
reaching the people. The Saviour mingled with men as one who desired their good. He
showed His sympathy for them, ministered to their needs, and won their confidence. Then
he bade them, ‘Follow Me.’”3 Philip Samaam, in his book Christ’s Way o f Reaching
People, recommends that we divide and organize Christ’s method of friendship
evangelism found in Ministry o f Healing into six progressive stages.4 Each step or stage
represents a higher level commitment involved in friendship development. To witness
effectively in friendship evangelism all one needs to do is to follow the progressive steps
of Christ’s method outlined from the counsel given in The Ministry o f Healing, The six
steps of Christ’s method of friendship evangelism with additional support for each step
from other writings of Ellen White are outlined:
1. Christ mingled with others as one desiring their good.
'Ellen G. White, Desire o f Ages (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing
Association, 1940), 297.
2White, The Ministry o f Healing, 143,144.
3Ibid., 143.
4Samaan, Christ’s Way o f Reaching People, 40.
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Christian sociability is altogether too little cultivated by God’s people.. . . Especially
should those who have tasted the love of Christ develop their social powers, for in this
way they may win souls to the Saviour.1
We are not to renounce social communion. We should not seclude ourselves
from others. In order to reach all classes, we must meet them where they are.
They will seldom seek us on their own accord . . . in the home of the lowly,
and in the great mansion of the great, at the hospitable bed, and in the
gatherings of the innocent social enjoyment.2
We should all become witnesses for Jesus. Social power, sanctified by the
grace of Christ, must be improved in winning souls for the Saviour. Let the
world see that we are not selfishly absorbed in our own interests, but that we
desire others to share our blessings and privileges. Let them see that our
religion does not make us unsympathetic or exciting. Let all who profess to
have found Christ, minister as He did for the benefit of men.3
Salt must be mingled with the substance to which it is added; it must penetrate
and infuse in order to preserve. So it is through personal contact and
association that men are reached by the saving power of the gospel.4
By being social and coming close to people, you may turn the current of their
thoughts more readily than by the most able discourse.5
2. Christ sympathized with them.
The most successful toilers are those who cheerfully take up the work of serving God
in the little things. The work of Christ was largely made up of personal interviews. He
had a faithful regard for the one-soul audience. From that one soul the intelligence
received was carried to thousands.6
By personal labor reach those around you. Become acquainted with them. This
work cannot be done by proxy. Money lent or given will not accomplish it. By
1White, Testimonies, 6:172.
2Whitq, Desire o f Ages, 152.
3Ibid.
4Ellen G. White, Thoughts From the Mount o f Blessing (Mountain View, CA:
Pacific Press Publishing Association, 1956), 36.
5White, Gospel Workers, 193.
6White,

T estim o n ie s f o r th e C hurch,

6:115.
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visiting the people, talking, praying, sympathizing with them, you will win
hearts. To do it, you will need resolute, persevering faith, unwearying
patience, and a deep love for souls.1
In Christlike sympathy we should come close to men individually, for while
logic may fail to move, and argument be powerless to convince, the love of
Christ, revealed in personal ministry, may soften the stony heart.2
True sympathy between man and his fellow man is to be the sign
distinguishing those who love and fear God from those who are unmindful of
His law.3
3. Christ ministered to their needs.
Many have no faith in God and have lost confidence in man. But they appreciate acts
of sympathy and helpfulness. As they see one with no inducement of earthly praise or
compensation coming to their homes, ministering to the sick, feeding the hungry,
clothing the naked, comforting the sad, and tenderly pointing all to Him . . . as they
see this, their hearts are touched. Gratitude springs up, faith is kindled. They see that
God cares for them, and as His Word is opened they are prepared to listen.4
Wherever the church is established, all the members should engage actively in
missionary work. They should visit every family in the neighborhood, and
know their spiritual condition.5
4. Christ won their confidence.
Much depends upon the manner in which you meet those whom you visit. You can
take hold of a person’s hand in greeting in such a way as to gain his confidence at
once, or in so cold a manner that he will think you have no interest in him.6

•ibid., 9:41.
2Ellen G. White, Christ’s Object Lessons (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press
Publishing Association, 1941), 57.
3Ellen G. White, Medical Ministry (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing
Association, 1963), 251.
4Ibid„ 247.
5Ellen G. White, Christian Service (Washington, DC: General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists, 1947), 12.
6White, G o sp e l

W orkers,
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A man may not bear the most pleasant exterior, he may be deficient in many
respects; but if he has a reputation for straightforward honesty, he will gain the
confidence of others.1
This simple straightforward, solid reliability in the daily deportment of a
Christian will do more to foster and generate fidelity in others than all the
preaching of a lifetime. Not only will it encourage our contemporaries to put
confidence in us, but much more importantly it will lead them, eventually, to
meet the Master and put their trust in Him.2
Christ was seeking to find the key to this heart, and with the tact bom of
divine love, He asked, not offered, a favor. The offer of a kindness might have
been rejected; but trust awakens trust. The King of heaven came to this outcast
soul, asking a service at her hands.. . . [He] was dependent upon a stranger’s
kindness for even the gift of a drink of water.3
In every human being He discerned infinite possibilities... . Looking upon
them with hope, He inspired hope. Meeting them with confidence, He inspired
trust.4
5. Christ invited them to follow him.
There are souls perplexed with doubt, burdened with infirmities, weak in faith, and
unable to grasp the Unseen, but a friend whom they can see, coming to them in
Christ’s stead, can be a connecting link to fasten their trembling faith upon Christ.5
As witnesses for Christ, we are to tell what we know, what we ourselves have
seen and heard and felt. If we have been following Jesus step by step, we shall
have something right to the point to tell concerning the way in which He has
led u s . . . . This is the witness for which our Lord calls, and for want of which
the world is perishing.6
Our confession of His faithfulness is Heaven’s chosen agency for revealing
’White, Testimonies for the Churches, 4:353.
2White, Thoughts From the Mount o f Blessing, 134-135.
3White, Desire o f Ages, 184.
4Ellen G. White, Education (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Publishing
Association, 1952), 80.
5White, D e s ir e s
6Ibid„ 340,
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Christ to the world. We are to acknowledge His grace as made known through
the holy men of old; but that which will be most effectual is the testimony of
our own experience... supported by a Christlike life [they] have an irresistible
power that works for the salvation of souls.1
6. Christ promised to make them “fishers of men.”2
When disciples came forth from the Saviour’s training, they were no longer ignorant
and uncultured. They had become like Him in mind and character, and men took
knowledge of them that they had been with Jesus.3
He who called the fishermen of Galilee is still calling men to His service.. . .
However imperfect and sinful we may be, the Lord holds out to us the offer of
partnership with Himself, of apprenticeship to Christ. He invites us to come
under the divine instruction, that, uniting with Christ, we may work the works
of God.4
The first thing to be learned by all who would become workers together with
God is the lesson of self-distrust.. . . This is not to be gained through
education in the most scientific schools. It is the fruit of wisdom that is
obtained from the divine Teacher alone.5
If you go to work as Christ design that His disciples shall, and win souls for
Him, you will feel the need of a deeper experience and a greater knowledge in
divine things.. . . Encountering opposition and trails will drive you to the
Bible and prayer.6
If one questions when should one start witnessing as a friend of Christ to win
people to him, White would counsel: “Every true disciple is bom into the kingdom of
God as a missionary. No sooner does one come to Christ than there is bom in his heart a
’Ibid., 347.
2White, The Ministry o f Healing, 143.
3White, Desire o f Ages, 250.
4Ibid., 297.
5Ibid., 250.
6Ellen G. White, Steps to Christ (Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing
Association, 1908), 80.
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desire to make known to others what a precious friend he has found in Jesus; the saving
and sanctifying truth cannot be shut up in his heart.”1

The Biblical Role of the Pastor
In order for friendship evangelism to be successful in the local church, pastors
must resist the temptation to engage in ministry alone. Pastors are spiritual overseers of
local congregation. This spiritual leadership and shepherding role of the pastor must be
done in the context of equipping the members to perform the work of evangelism.
Effective friendship evangelism is to be a united effort between pastors and their
members for the salvation of others.

Pastoral Leadership
The pastors are the spiritual leaders of a congregation. In Acts 20:28 Paul uses a
term which helps one to understand the work of the pastors: “Take heed therefore unto
yourselves, and to all the flock, over which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers.”
The word, “overseer” comes from the Greek word, “episkopous, ” which simply means
bishop, elders, shepherds, or ministers. “Overseer” can be defined as “one who has the
responsibility of caring for the spiritual concerns.”2 The Apostle Paul wanted the pastors
of the Ephesian church to assist people in their spiritual growth and celebrate good times
with the people as well as pray for and help members in times of despair.
Yet, the pastor sometimes misapplies his or her responsibilities as “overseer” and
’White, The Ministry o f Healing, 102.
2Cleon L. Rogers, Jr. and Cleon L. Rogers III, The New Linguistic and Exegetical
Key to the Greek New Testament (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House,
1998), 286.
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attempts to engage in too much work alone. White speaks to this problem, “Sometimes
ministers do too much; they seek to embrace the whole work in their arms. It absorbs and
dwarfs them; yet they continue to grasp it all. They seem to think that they alone are to
work in the cause of God, while the members of the church stand idle. This is not God’s
order at all.”1
Addressing this same problem, Russell Burrill declared that:
The work of the pastor is to prepare God’s people to do the work of ministry. It is not
the job of the pastor to be the only soul winner in the church. It is not the job of the
pastor to do the work of ministry, but to train the members to do the work of the
ministry. It is true the pastor . . . performs ministry. He does give Bible studies,
counsel, visit, etc. But whenever he does it, he is acting in the capacity of a layperson
and is not functioning as a pastor. What the pastor is paid to do is to train the
members. If he is not doing that, then biblically, he is not doing his job.2
When pastors learn their role is to be the leader of a team and that victories are
won by teams, not “stars,” the church will begin to move forward in adding members to
the community of faith in an unprecedented manner.3 White gives the interesting
illustration about the owner of a large mill who once observed his superintendent in a
wheel pit making some minor repairs while a half-dozen workmen were standing idly by,
just looking on. The owner immediately fired the man, not because he was lazy but
because he was teaching the six men to be idle while he did the work they were supposed
to do.4
'Ellen G. White, Evangelism (Washington, DC: Review and Herald Publishing
Association, 1946), 113.
2Burrell, Revolution in the Church, 48.
3Stan Toler and Larry Gilbert, The Pastor’s Playbook (Kansas City, MO: Beacon
Hill Press of Kansas City, 2000), 9.
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No person should attempt to do the work of six or more. Moses tried it and failed.
His father-in-law, Jethro, saved Moses’ life by advising him to delegate his
responsibilities (Exod 18:14-27). The pastor is not only an overseer in the sense that he is
in charge of the work of the church, but he is also a shepherd. This tender term,
“shepherd,” indicates that a true pastor feeds and cares for the community of faith. So, the
twofold work of “leading” and “shepherding” rests squarely on the shoulders of the
pastoral ministry.
Today more and more pastors are saddled with the responsibility of just one
church. Many pastors scurry about settling problems, promoting various conference
programs, taking near-full responsibility for erecting buildings and a hundred other
details, while the membership sits back and begins to think, “We have done our part in
returning our tithe and giving our offerings, therefore, we deserve to have a pastor who
does the work for us.” George Hunter states, “At least 90 percent of all congregations
‘delegate’ evangelism and membership recruitment to the ordained minister; ‘That’s your
job, Pastor’.”1
This concept of the ministry was never in God’s plan. The church in general has
suffered because of its failure to understand the true work of the pastoral ministry. Ellen
White points out the results of misguided efforts, “God has not given His ministers the
work of setting the churches right. No sooner is this work done, apparently, than it has to
be done over again. Church members that are thus looked after and labored for become
religious weaklings. If nine-tenths of the effort that has been put forth for those who have
’George G. Hunter III, How to Reach Secular Peop/e (Nashville, TN: Abingdon
Press, 1992), 114.
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never heard the truth, how much greater would have been the advancement made! God
has withheld His blessings because His people have not worked in harmony with His
directions.”1
What are the implications of this statement? It simply means that pastors should
not “hover over the churches already raised up, but that they should be doing aggressive
evangelistic work.”2 This counsel is in harmony with the apostle Paul’s admonition to the
young pastor, Timothy, to be vigilant in making full proof of his ministry and do the work
of an evangelist (1 Tim 4:5). The concept of pastors doing aggressive evangelistic work
must be coupled with pastors training the members in doing evangelistic work, “The
greatest help that can be given our people is to teach them to work for God, and to depend
on Him, not on the ministers. Let them learn to work as Christ worked. Let them join His
army of workers and do faithful service for Him.”3
The spiritual leadership and shepherding responsibilities of the pastor should be
done in the context of evangelism. First, the shepherding part of a pastor’s work deals
mainly with battling Satan in new territory by tearing God’s sheep from Satan’s clutches.
Of course, some time must be spent in shepherding those who are already in the church;
but this work shall decrease as the members mature spiritually. Second, the pastor plans
work for the church members that are already in the faith by teaching the members of an
established church how to care for themselves and how to go to work for others. White
states emphatically that the pastor’s first job is to train the members, even before reaching
’White, Testimonies for the Church, 7:18.
2White, Evangelism, 382.
3White,
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out to unbelievers: “In laboring where there are already some in the faith, the minister
should at first seek not much to convert unbelievers, as to train the church members for
directions.”1
What are the implications of this statement? It simply means that pastors should
not “hover over the churches already raised up, but that they should be doing aggressive
evangelistic work.”2 This counsel is in harmony with the apostle Paul’s admonition to the
young pastor, Timothy, to be vigilant in making full proof of his ministry and do the work
of an evangelist (1 Tim 4:5). The concept of pastors doing aggressive evangelistic work
must be coupled with pastors training the members in doing evangelistic work, “The
greatest help that can be given our people is to teach them to work for God, and to depend
on Him, not on the ministers. Let them learn to work as Christ worked. Let them join His
army of workers and do faithful service for Him.”3
The spiritual leadership and shepherding responsibilities of the pastor should be
done in the context of evangelism. First, the shepherding part of a pastor’s work deals
mainly with battling Satan in new territory by tearing God’s sheep from Satan’s clutches.
Of course, some time must be spent in shepherding those who are already in the church;
but this work shall decrease as the members mature spiritually. Second, the pastor plans
work for the church members that are already in die faith by teaching the members of an
established church how to care for themselves and how to go to work for others. White
states emphatically that the pastor’s first job is to train the members, even before reaching
'White, Testimonies for the Church, 7:18.
2White, Evangelism, 382.
3White,
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out to unbelievers: “In laboring where there are already some in the faith, the minister
should at first seek not much to convert unbelievers, as to train the church members for
acceptable co-operation.”1

The Equipping Role of the Pastor
The pastor’s primary role is to equip the membership for the work of ministry.
According to the Apostle Paul who wrote to the church at Ephesus, Christ gave gifts to
His church, “And he gave some apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors
and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying
of the body of Christ: Till we all come in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of
the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of
Christ” (Eph 4:11-13).
Paul identifies in verse 11, one of the gifts as being that of pastor-teacher. Verse
12 indicates the purpose of the pastor-teacher gift is “for the perfecting of the saints, for
the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ.” The New American Standard
Version interprets “for the perfecting of the saints” as “equipping of the saints.” The New
American Standard Version interprets “for the work of ministry” as “for the work of
service.” In the New Testament, a saint is a member or believer of the community of faith.
So the purpose of pastoral ministry is to equip the believers for the work of service.
The Scripture declares a priority for pastoral ministry as the equipping, enabling, and
training of membership for service. The pastor is the coordinator of all the gifts God has
placed in the church. It is the pastor’s responsibility to help members discover their gifts,
'White,

G o sp e l W orkers,

196.
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develop them, and direct them into service for Christ.
Concerning the equipping role of the pastor, White comments:
Just as soon as a church is organized, let the minister set the members at work. They
will need to be taught how to labor successfully. Let the minister devote more of his
time to educating, than to preaching. Let him teach the people how to give to others
the knowledge they have received. While the new converts should be taught to ask
counsel from those more experienced in the work, they should also be taught not to
put the minister in the place of God.. . . The power of the gospel is to come upon the
companies raised up, fitting them for service.1
Those who have the spiritual oversight of the church should devise ways and means
by which an opportunity may be given to every member of the church to act some part
in God’s work. Too often in the past this has not been done. Plans have not been
carefully laid and fully carried out, whereby the talents of all might be employed in
active service. There are but few who realize how much has been lost because of this.2
It becomes clear that friendship evangelism is to be a united effort between
pastors and their members for the salvation of souls. But too often pastors yield to
temptation and finds themselves “waiting on tables” with the members standing around
complaining.3 Many pastors think that they are tending to the business of the church when
in reality they are neglecting the work that they have been appointed to do. White
highlights the problem:
Not a few ministers are neglecting the very work that they have been appointed to do.
Why are those who are set apart for the work of ministry placed on committees and
boards? Why are they called upon to attend so many business meetings, many times at
great distance from their fields of labor? Why are not business matters placed in the
hands of business men? The ministers have not been set apart to do this work. The
finances of the cause are to be properly managed by men of ability; but ministers are
set apart for another line of work. Let the management of financial matters rest on
others than those ordained to the ministry.4
'Ibid., 20.
2White, Christian Service, 61.
3See Acts 6:1-4.
4White,

T estim on ies,

7:254-255.
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Summary
Friendship evangelism can be defined as the intentional sharing of the gospel of
Christ by the community of faith through establishing caring relationships with persons
who are not part of the community in order that they can be converted to the lordship of
Jesus Christ. God has always sought an intimate relationship with humankind. Although
sin caused a visible break in the relationship between God and humanity, the Lord took
the initiative to seek to restore the fellowship and communion with lost humankind. This
covenant relationship with God could be entered into by humanity accepting by faith,
Christ as the atoning sacrifice of salvation.
Recognizing God’s redemptive acts in one’s life, the believer responds naturally
by witnessing to others about the good news of God’s saving grace in Christ. This activity
on the part of the believer is called evangelism* It is driven by a love of God’s saving
grace springing forth within the life of the person saved. Therefore, the witness for Christ
takes the initiative in seeking out lost persons and sharing with them this good news of
God’s love.
One of the most important and natural ways of witnessing is through established
relationships with loved ones (family, friends, relatives, work associates, etc.) who do not
know Christ. Motivated by a sincere desire for the best interest of a person, whether
friend or stranger, one seeks to establish a friendly relationship by various means
(socializing, meeting a felt need, or voluntaiy acts of kindness) without looking to obtain
a reward from the person in return. Yet, in time, one seeks the opportunity to share a
friend (Christ) with a friend.
Hopefully, this experience of friendship evangelism is available to every member
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of the community of faith. Throughout this witnessing experience, the pastor can
encourage, demonstrate, and equip believers to model this life of service. Working
together as ministers of Christ, friendship evangelism is a way of life in growth and
development in Christ. It becomes a life of loving service generated from a personal
caring fellowship with God and for others resulting in the salvation of the lost.

CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF FRIENDSHIP WITNESSING THROUGH RELATIONSHIPS

This chapter surveys and examines six selective programs currently being used to
equip lay persons in friendship evangelism. The content of each program is analyzed and
reviewed. Personal evaluations are given.

Current Friendship Evangelism Programs
Brief background information about each program is given. Program content
reveals the various degrees of adaptability for usage in the local church context. The
evaluations contain information relative to the strengths and weaknesses of each seminar.
ACN Presents Friendship Evangelism
Background Information
Adventist Communication Network (ACN) sponsored a live satellite Training
Workshop on Friendship Evangelism, which was held September 9,1995, at Berrien
Springs Village Seventh-day Adventist Church and was uplinked across North America.
Ed Schmidt, Associate Director of the North American Evangelism Institute, and Debra
Brill, Associate Director of the Pacific Union Church Resource Center, led out in this two
hour event. Copies of this video-taped event and the training handouts are available
through AdventSource at 1-800-328-0525.
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Program Content
The ACN Presents Friendship Evangelism program is designed to teach disciples
five steps in making friends for Christ: (1) Pray and Identify Where God is Leading; (2)
Make Plans and a Commitment; (3) Make Deposits and Turn Acquaintances into Friends;
(4) Create a Profile of Your Friend, and (5) Introduce Them to Christ.
Pray and Identify Where God is Leading. Invite God to purify your motives and
lead you as you seek to share Christ with others. Intentionally review your own “world of
people and places” for establishing friendships. Your circle of influence includes
immediate family and close friends, those in your workplace and social circles, and casual
acquaintances.
Make Plans and a Commitment. Write your commitment on a calendar or card.
State why befriending a person for Jesus is important to you. Note specific people and
dates you plan to make contacts. Work to turn acquaintances into friends.
Make Deposits and Turn Acquaintances Into Friends. Deepen your friendships
by cultivating transparency, dare to talk about your affection (or appreciation for the other
person), learn appropriate gestures of love. Also, make “deposits” into your friendship
“bank account” by attending to little things, using reflective listening, being interested in
the other person’s interests, and making the other person feel important.
Create a Profile o f Your Friend. Write up a short profile of your friend. Consider
the person’s interests and needs. Ask yourself, “How can Christ fulfill this person’s
needs?” Also ask, “What story would my friend benefit from hearing?” and “How does
he or she feel about religion?” Consider a good phrase that will challenge them to follow
Jesus.
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Introduce Them to Christ. When sharing the truth about Jesus Christ, begin with
Jesus. Describe Christ personally by sharing what He has done in your life. Then share
what it means to be a Christian to you. Use illustrations to depict your separation from
God because of sin, and how Christ brings us back to God through the cross which
bridges the gulf.
The program has a video instructional presentation that accompanies the
participant handout materials. The video serves as the instructional resource that can be
viewed as an entire first training session or as introductory material for each of the five
steps promoted by the program.1

Evaluation
The ACN—Training Workshop on Friendship Evangelism program contains
excellent detailed information on making friends for Christ. The participant handouts are
easy to follow with visual aids and the format is designed for structured participation. The
two facilitators approach is designed to emphasize and clarify the major points of
emphasis which intentionally foster discussion. The program emphasizes the relational
component by providing rehearsed audience demonstrations of real life situations. The
audience is encouraged to write down questions because the opportunity would be
provided at the end of the session for questions and answers. The program asks the
participants to fill out an evaluation form for feedback.
Several weaknesses of the program are evident. There is too much information to
'All information regarding the ACN—Training Workshop on Friendship
Evangelism program is derived from the video and participant handout materials of the
September 9,1995 session held at the Berrien Springs Village Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
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make applicable in one lengthy two-hour session. There is minimal interaction between
the facilitators and the audience concerning the information. The facilitators lectured too
much. The lectures are scripted and staged, which made the presentations awkward and
clumsy at times. The program fails to incorporate a structured field experience component
or break- out sessions. Finally, the program provides no opportunity for the participants to
test the concepts the facilitators have discussed in the instructional phase.

Becoming a Contagious Christian
Background Information
The Becoming a Contagious Christian training course was developed in 1995
primarily by Mark Mittelberg, the executive vice president of the Willow Creek
Association in charge of evangelism, Lee Strobel, a teaching pastor at Willow Creek
Community Church, and Bill Hybels, the senior pastor and cofounder of Willow Creek
Community Church, in South Barrington, Illinois. The training course is the outgrowth of
the celebrated book, Becoming a Contagious Christian, coauthored by Bill Hybels and
Mark Mittelberg, which focuses on relational evangelism. Mittelberg, Strobel, and Hybels
desired to develop a plan to equip every believer of the Willow Creek Church for
personal evangelism. The focus of the training course is to equip believers for effective
evangelism in their own style in today’s world. The training course is designed to show
ordinary believers how to share the Gospel in a natural and powerful way while being the
person God made him or her to be (emphasis is placed on the individual’ style of
witnessing). The training course is a proven success because thousands have been
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equipped to do personal evangelism with a relational approach.1

Program Content
The Becoming a Contagious Christian training course can be presented using a
variety of proposed formats depending on the size of the groups (from small groups with
four to nine or large groups with 50 to 150). The various formats suggested are: four
sessions of two hours each; eight sessions of one hour each; one, two, or three-day
retreats; or adapt it to fit the needs of your local church.
The materials included are: video, overhead masters, leader’s guide, and
participant’s guide. The video vignettes highlight each session’s topic in snapshots using
mainly everyday people in the ordinary places of real life settings (from fitness center to
home setting to model relational evangelism). The overhead masters are provided for
making the necessary transparencies. The leader’s guide is thorough and easy to use. At
one glance, the leader can view the notes and narrative, timed activity, outline overview
o f content, objective for each lesson, corresponding page in the participant’s guide, and
appropriate overhead transparency. The participant’s guide provides an easy-to-use,
hands-on means of identifying and developing an evangelism style that is effective for the
participant.
The training course is designed for each session’s exercises, discussions, selfassessments, and video vignettes to give step-by-step guidance to help participants
become effective communicators for Christ. There is a section included with everyday
answers that will help believers respond to difficult questions regarding Christianity.
'Mark Mittelberg, Building a Contagious Church (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 2000), 12, 21.
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The eight-session course material is as follows: (1) Why Become a Contagious
Christian?; (2) Being Yourself; (3) Building Relationships; (4) What’s Your Story?; (5)
What’s His Story?; (6) Crossing the Line; (7) Putting It Together, and (8) Objection!

Evaluation
The Becoming a Contagious Christian training course is thorough,
comprehensive, flexible, and adaptable. The participant receives classroom instruction,
video vignettes that model the one-on-one techniques participants practice with each other
in a safe environment, and field experience. Both the leader and the participant manuals
are well designed and informative. The discussions, evaluation, and self-assessment
forms help the participants to become confident in effectively sharing Christ with others.
Each participant is equipped with the necessary skills to communicate the Gospel in his or
her own style in an everyday setting.
The Becoming a Contagious Christian is one of the best equipping programs
reviewed. It is powerful and attractive with user friendly materials. The course material is
practical and helpful. The variety of opportunities provided for the participant to hear,
view, and experience the witnessing component in a natural, normal way is very effective
for building confidence in the participant. The program receives feedback from the
participants who fill out training course evaluation forms in order to improve the future
training programs.
The training course can be improved by providing an instructional video for the
course leader. Otherwise, a person can see why the training course is successful in
equipping thousands in relational evangelism.
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Making Friends for God
Background Information
Making Friends for God is a training course that was developed in 1990 by Mark
Finley, one of the most prolific evangelists in the Seventh-day Adventist church1, along
with Dan and Karen Houghton, project directors of Hart Research Center located in
Riverside, California. The training course is designed to help pastors or
facilitators/leaders equip the church members in making friends for Christ. The training
course, with its primary focus on relational evangelism, presents practical help and
materials tried and tested over the years of evangelistic success experienced by Pastor
Finley. The materials are presently sold at the local Adventist Book Centers throughout
North America. The program is a primary resource for pastors and churches across the
North American Division. The training course is endorsed for use throughout the North
American Division of the Seventh-day Adventist Church by the NAD Materials and
Marketing Committee.

Program Content
The Making Friends for God program is very practical. The training course is
designed for the Christian who wants to develop the skills needed to effectively witness in
relational evangelism. The format is structured with a presentation, discussion and
sharing time, role play, and interaction with the Word. The resource materials include:
'Pastor Mark Finley currently holds the position of Field Secretary for Evangelism
at the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, headquartered in Silver Spring,
Maryland. Pastor Finley presently serves as the Director of “It is Written,” the celebrated
religious television series, shown weekly around the world. Pastor Finley is credited with
winning thousands of persons to Christ.
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instructional video, leader’s guide, and participant’s guide. The leader’s guide is provided
with additional information to supplement the material in the participant’s guide. The
information includes an outline of content with stated goals for each session, time
management for the session, activities for one-on-one role play, and comments to
emphasize during discussion sharing. The participant’s guide is user friendly. Each
session is one and a half hours in length and follows a regular structured format to include
forty-five minutes for a video presentation, fifteen minutes for review, ten minutes for
role-playing session, and twenty minutes for interaction with the Word.
The five-session course material discusses:
Session I

Making Friends—We do not win our enemies to Christ. The only
people we win are our friends.

Session II

Conversational Evangelism—The purpose is to develop the Spiritimparted skill of sensitivity in detecting “open doors” of
opportunity for Jesus in our casual conversations.

Session III

Building Bridges—The goal is to share with the class a few simple
methods of how to capitalize on peoples’ questions in order to lead
them into Bible studies.

Session IV

Sharing the Word—The purpose is to clearly present the three
basic steps in giving Bible studies: (1) Presenting Jesus first; (2)
Revealing truth gradually; (3) Making regular appeals.

Session V

Prayer Power—The power o f effective soul-winning is the power
of prayer.

Evaluation
The Making Friends for God program is thorough and comprehensive. The course
is very practical and Pastor Finley’s video presentation is clear and precise. The
instruction is delivered with compassionate feeling. The participant receives classroom
instruction, role-play activities in a safe environment, and field experience. Both the
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Leader and the Participant guides are well-designed and informative. Each participant is
expected to develop practical skills for relational witnessing in daily life situations.
The format needs to be more flexible and adaptive. The pastor/leader’s options are
dictated by the video presentation. The course would be improved with a video
demonstration of the role-play activities by people in real-life situations. Some of the
research material is out-dated (the guides were published in 1989). Overall, the principles
for making friends are timeless, yet, there needs to be more of an emphasis on the “how
to” skills of making friends. There is no room for continued improvement because the
course seeks no feedback from the participants or pastor/leader.

The Caring Evangelism Course
Background Information
The Caring Evangelism training course was developed in 1992 by William J.
McKay and his evangelistic team at Stephen Ministries, in St. Louis, Missouri. The
course is designed to show all Christians how to joyfully, comfortably, and naturally live
and share the love of Jesus with others. This program has been field tested. William J.
McKay is a pastor, author, teacher, and nationally known speaker. Pastor McKay serves
as Director of Caring Evangelism for Stephen Ministries. He has led dozens of Caring
Evangelism Workshops, teaching Caring Evangelism to thousands of pastors and lay
persons. The course was designed to help congregations return to the biblical model of
evangelism—everyday evangelists sharing Jesus with friends, relatives, coworkers, and
students as a normal part of daily life.1
’McKay, 1.
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Program Content
The Caring Evangelism course is designed to equip Christians to communicate
Jesus Christ to others through word and deed. The course is centered on the needs of
others. The Caring Evangelism course is designed to fulfill seven goals:
a.

The course must equip Christians to live and share Christ’s love more fully
so that others will be attracted to Jesus.

b.

The course must be practical.

c.

The course must be suitable for all Christians, not just a specially chosen,
gifted, or motivated few.

d.

The course must incorporate quality caring skills.

e.

The course must be usable again and again by congregrations.

f.

The course must enable lay leadership.

g.

The course must be effective across denominational lines.

The Caring Evangelism course consists of sixteen one-hour modules, broken
down into two segments: (1) six modules that evangelize the evangelists, and (2) ten
modules that focus on building evangelism skills. The six modules that evangelize the
evangelists include:
1.

Our Prodigal God—The participants begin to understand the Good News
of Christ’s love.

2.

The One Most Important Thing—The participants better understand why
people turn away from God’s love and how people turn to “false gods” in
place of God.

3.

The Failure of Our False Gods—The participants learn three stages of self
understanding that individual people pass through as they come to see their
need for a Savior.4

4.

Returning Home to God—The participants experience God’s welcoming
love at a deeply personal level.
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5.

A Place to Belong, A Place to Become—The participants recognize the
value of being connected to Christ through Christian community.

6.

Go and Make Disciples—The participants learn how to help others
through the evangelism process that the participants have just experienced.

The ten modules that focus on building evangelism skills include:
1.

Putting the Care in Caring Evangelism—The participants are given a
chance to practice relating in a process-oriented manner.

2.

How to Build an Evangelizing Relationship—The participants learn the
value of evangelizing within an authentic relationship.

3.

Listening: The Most Important Evangelizing Skill—The participants
practice the basic skills of reflecting content and feelings.

4.

How to Uncover the “God-Sized” Needs of Others—The participants learn
to use “listening for understanding” and witnessing to help others discover
a need for a Savior.

5.

The Problem, the Power, and the Promise—The participants are equipped
with working knowledge of the message of salvation.

6.

Discovering Your Own Good News Story—The participants remember
and share a portion of their experience of God’s love.

7.

The Three Elements of an Effective Witness—The participants develop a
clear and simple explanation of the biblical story of salvation.

8.

Prayer Empowered Evangelism—The participants learn the skills of
praying for and with others.

9.

Putting It All Together-—The participants follow the progress of a
hypothetical relationship from beginning to end.

10.

Everyday Evangelism—The participants plan how they will utilize what
they have learned to evangelize others.

The Caring Evangelism course has four tools: the Leader’s Guide, the
Administrative Handbook, the Participant’s Manual, and the book, Me, an Evangelist?
Every Christian’s Guide to Caring Evangelism.
The format is flexible and adaptable for two-day weekend retreats or for eight,
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two and half hours sessions to sixteen, one hour sessions. The course can accommodate
various sizes and also includes promotional materials.

Evaluation
The Caring Evangelism course is the most thorough and comprehensive program
reviewed. The course is practical and designed to equip the participant with the skills
necessary to share the Gospel with others in a normal daily routine. The Caring
Evangelism course seeks to reshape the participant’s relationship with God in order to
shape the participant’s witness of God. The instructional methods are diverse and creative
(using group discussion, brainstorming, hypothetical situations, skill practice, lecture,
imagination exercises, verbatims, independent work, and reading assignments). The
Caring Evangelism course seeks to obtain a commitment from the participant for
attendance at all the sessions. Moreover, the course seeks feedback from the participants
after each session. The promotional materials emphasize the benefits of the course to the
participants. The marketing materials include media notifications, bulletin inserts, posters,
and telephone contacts.
The Caring Evangelism course demands a great deal of time for preparation and
planning on the part of the leaders and participants. A demonstration video would help
the leader facilitate class lectures and model role-playing skills.

Witnessing Through Your Relationships
Background Information
Witnessing Through Your Relationships is a course developed in 1994 by the Lay
Institute for Equipping (LIFE). The course is an adaptation of the Building Witnessing
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Relationships training process offered by the Personal Evangelism Department of the
Home Mission Board (HMB) of the Southern Baptist Convention.1The Witnessing
Through Your Relationships program is coauthored by Jack R. Smith, the associate
director of the Personal Evangelism Department at the HMD of Southern Baptist
Convention, and Jennifer Kennedy Dean, an author, speaker, and conference leader. The
principles in the Witnessing Through Your Relationships course were bom from the
personal experiences of Pastor Smith in seventeen years as a home missionary in
Pennsylvania.2

Program Content
Witnessing Through Your Relationships is a twelve-week study of how to develop
trustful relationships with lost persons who are not immediately receptive to the gospel.
The course teaches both witnessing and relationship-building skills. A participant is
assigned to a small group. The group members are asked to sign a covenant of
commitment to mutual accountability and support. The participant is provided a five-tier
support network: (1) the group leader; (2) the training partner; (3) the discipleship group;
(4) the group member’s family, and (5) Jesus.
The course requires individual study of from thirty to sixty minutes a day, five
days a week for twelve weeks along with the participant’s attendance at thirteen weekly
two-hour group sessions. Each group will have at least one leader, whose primary role is
to facilitate and encourage. The leaders are to be role models and catalysts for learning.
'In 1997, the HMB became the North American Mission Board.
2Jack R. Smith and Jennifer Kennedy Dean, Witnessing Through Your
Relationships (Nashville, TN: LifeWay Press, 1994), 4.
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The format allows for flexible group meeting places. Each group session includes the
sections “Before the Session,” “During the Session,” and “After the Session.” The
resource materials include a Leader’s Guide and a Participant’s Manual. The Leader’s
Guide provides administrative guidance, training aids, and learning activities for
conducting a small-group study. Additionally, 12-unit sessions are provided. They are: (1)
Foundations for Developing Witnessing Relationships; (2) Becoming a Complete
Witness; (3) Testing the Soil; (4) Sowing Seeds in Good Soil; (5) Sowing Seeds in Rocky
Soil; (6) Sowing Seeds in Thorny Soil; (7) Sowing Seeds in Hard Soil; (8) Developing a
Witnessing Strategy; (9) Preparing the Soil; (10) Cultivating Witnessing Relationships;
(11) Developing Skills and Disciplines for Witnessing* and (12) Understanding the Holy
Spirit’s Role in Witnessing.
The benefits of completing the Witnessing Through Your Relationships course
include helping the participant to: (1) define his or her circle of witnessing influence; (2)
evaluate a lost person’s receptivity to the gospel; (3) develop a trustful relationship that
enhances the receptivity of a lost person; (4) start a witnessing conversation in a natural,
non-threatening way; adapt his or her witness to a lost person’s level of receptivity; (5)
present his or her testimony and share the good news, and (6) develop witnessing skills.

Evaluation
The Witnessing Through Your Relationships training course is an intense and
thorough, equipping program. The course demands a high level of commitment on the
part of the participant, group members, and the group leader. The commitment involves
time, study preparation, and participation on the part of all group members. The covenant
helps to foster a high sense of accountability for group assignments, individual
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assignments, and confidentiality in the group sessions. The Witnessing Through Your
Relationship training course is designed especially for adults. The course activities
include one-on-one and group dynamics which foster trust and openness by the
participant.
The Leader’s Guide and Participant’s Manual are informative and practical. Both
guides are step-by-step user-friendly. The materials assume the participants have at least a
high school education level.
The Witnessing Through Your Relationships course limits the participants to
adults with a high school level education. A demonstration skills video would aid the
modeling process for the group leader and participants. The program depends heavily on
the facilitation skills of the group leader. A lack of facilitation skills by the group leader
could prove disastrous for the participants. The effectiveness of the course could be
limited if a personal crisis affects a participant’s time commitment to personal study or
group activities.

Friend2Friend
Background Information
Friend2Friend was developed by Curtis Rittenour, a church growth consultant,
and Monte Sahlin, a researcher, administrator, pastor, and teacher for the Seventh-day
Adventist church. The program was newly released in fall of 2000. The Friend2Friend
course is designed to introduce principles of friendship evangelism to every church
member. It is a fresher approach to friendship evangelism than previously modeled in the
Friendship Evangelism Seminar Kit developed by Monte Sahlin in 1988. Monte Salhin,
primary author, has shared the field-tested concepts for over a dozen years.
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Program Content
The Friend2Friend program is a workshop to teach eveiy church member about
the principles of friendship evangelism. The program emphasizes a five-step paradigm of
mingling, showing sympathy, ministering to needs, winning trust, and inviting people to
follow Jesus. The program is designed to be implemented by a facilitator and an assistant
who leads a group format. The leaders initiate interest, present information, coach
experimentation, and promote personal application.
The course materials include a Leader’s Guide for the facilitator and assistant
which provides all the materials needed to lead a group. Other resource tools are a
Participant’s Guide, promotional materials, video instructional tapes, power point slides,
and overhead transparencies.
Friend2Friend provides a flexible format. The program can be conducted as part
of a weekend training, a Sabbath school class, prayer meeting, or small group meeting.
Friend2Friend has six sessions: (1) Why Friendship Evangelism?; (2) Mingling With
Others; (3) How to Show Compassion; (4) Ministering to People’s Needs; (5) Winning
Confidence, and (6) Follow Me.
Each session is broken into four parts:
1.

Touch—The primary role of the facilitator is to motivate;

2.

Teach—The primary role of the facilitator is to teach;

3.

Try—The primary role of the facilitator is to coach;

4.

Treasure—The primary role of the facilitator is to cheerlead.

Each session lasts about ninety minutes. The Touch, Try, and Treasure segments
take about twenty minutes each. The Teach segment takes about thirty minutes.
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Evaluation
The Friend2Friend training course is designed to expose the participant to
principles of friendship evangelism in a practical method. The participants receive a
variety of learning techniques and skills from the group activities and one-on-one roleplaying. Both the Leader’s and Participant’s guides are well-designed and informative.
The format for holding different sessions-is flexible and adaptable to the local churches
needs. The resource tools are helpful aids and offer the latest technological assistance.
Friend2Friend provides excellent principles of friendship evangelism to the participants.
The effectiveness of the training course can be greatly hampered by the wrong
selection of a facilitator and assistant. A lack of good teaching, coaching, or cheerleading
skills by the facilitator and assistant could hinder the participant’s ability to comprehend
and apply the principles of friendship evangelism correctly. The course needs more how
to demonstrations of implementing the friendship principles.

Summary
The role of the pastor in equipping lay persons to do the work of ministry is well
defined in scripture. The pastor’s primary responsibility involves providing leadership to
the local congregation in many respects like a sports coach. The pastor’s main objective is
to engage each member in the work of ministry. The effectiveness of a local congregation
in ministry is manifested when members are encouraged to work together utilizing their
individual skills, talents, and spiritual gifts for the benefit of others under the pastor’s
coaching. The equipping role of the pastor represents a paradigm shift away from the
traditional role of the pastoral model. In the traditional model the pastor is the “star,” the
care giver, the primary person that makes friends, and brings people to the faith. In the
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traditional model the members mainly encourage the pastor to do the work of ministry. In
the non-traditional model, congregational care, support, and friendship evangelism are the
primary responsibilities of the members. The pastor empowers the congregation to do the
work of friendship evangelism. Pastors equip the members as they engage in ministry.
Pastors and members become full partners in ministry. Pastors must be careful to resist
the ego satisfaction that they derive from meeting the needs of others without the
assistance of members and focus on the members doing ministry and leading friends to
Christ.
Six friendship evangelism programs were reviewed. Each program emphasizes
equipping members to make friends and bring people to Christ. Each program includes
the two essential elements of classroom instruction format and individual participation
(related to real life situations) necessary to empower others to do friendship evangelism in
the context of daily living. The most comprehensive program reviewed is the Caring
Evangelism course.
Four friendship evangelism programs that were reviewed but not included with an
in-depth analysis were Winsome Witnessing', The Way o f the Master Basic Training
Course234, The NET Evangelism for the 21st Century1, and Friendship First*. Each program
has a different emphasis for usage in the local church.
'Gary Gibbs, Winsome Witnessing (Modesto, CA: Nike, 2003).
2Kirk Cameron, and Ray Comfort, The Way o f the Master Basic Training Course
(Bartlesville, OK: Genesis Publishing Group, 2002).
3North American Mission Board, The NET Evangelism for the 21st Century
(Alpharetta, GA: NAMB, 2000).
4Karl Leuthauser, ed., Friendship First (Loveland, CO: Group Publishers, 2005).
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Winsome Witnessing was designed by Gary Gibbs. Gibb’s program includes a
book and three VHS tapes with twelve half-hour programs. He illuminates useful how-to
instruction with inspiring and humorous stories from his own witnessing adventures.
Gibbs shares simple skills to lead people to Christ, real-life practical information, and
proven strategy to give interesting Bible studies. The program can be used in group or
individual setting.
The Way o f the Master Basic Training Course was developed by Kirk Cameron
and Ray Comfort. The eight-session course is specially formatted to train believers in a
group setting to simply and confidently share the gospel with family, friends, and
strangers. The authors teach the trainee how to witness through fascinating on-the-street
conversations with gang members, atheists, cult members, intellectuals at different
locations. The program’s kit contains four DVDs and CDs, a study guide, quick reference
card, gospel tracts, printable bulletin inserts and poster, and certificate.
A team of pastors, church leaders, and seminary professors designed The NET
Evangelism for the 21st Century training course. The NET is designed to assist churches in
training believers to effectively do evangelism in our changing culture. Believers are
trained to communicate the gospel to different people in a postmodern world. The course
equips Christians to tell their story in a very natural and biblical way. The NET works for
churches of all sizes and is adaptable to any ministry style. The program’s kit contents
include a mentor handbook, an apprentice manual, leader guide, gospel tract, teaching
video, and powerpoint CD.
Friendship First is new church-wide program. The course is designed for a small
group get-together which includes a six week sermon series to unite the congregation and
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thirteen weeks of small group get-togethers for children, youth, and adults. The goal of
the program is to give the church a deeper relationship with Jesus; a genuine culture of
community; practical friendship skills; daily challenges for loving others; a fun approach
centered on food; and easy formats to fit any ministry need or setting. A variety of kits
have been developed for children, youth, and adults.

CHAPTER 4

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT

This chapter identifies how the Friendship Evangelism Seminar was organized
and implemented in the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church. Information
regarding the contextual background, Friendship Evangelism Seminar background,
seminar objectives, and seminar content are outlined. Details regarding the enrollment,
participation in the project, classroom instruction, field work, and evaluation components
of Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar are reviewed.

Organization of the Seminar
This section has a brief description of the Bladensburg Church and demographic
information about the community is provided. Information relative to the background of
the Friendship Evangelism Seminar design is given.
Contextual Background
Upon my arrival in May o f 1993, the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church
was a predominately African American congregation (yet a diverse group representing
over five countries) located one mile east of the northeast quadrant of the District of
Columbia in the township of Bladensburg, Maryland. Church attendance was one
hundred and fifty members. Most of the congregation was composed of single young
professional adults (ages 17-35) mainly female. The largest group of young people were
74
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children (ages 3-10). Church leadership was composed of an equal amount of males and
females, mainly young adults and adults. Overall the church members had good social
relationships. Each week members would gather in different homes to have social events.
The church leaders’ relationships were fragmented over concerns related to the lack of
finances and vision for the church.
No ministry or leadership training existed within the membership. Church
ministries were limited to only a few traditional ones (Sabbath School, Community
Services, Adventist Youth, Church Choir, Elders, Deacons, Deaconess, Ushers, and
Personal Ministries). Spiritual nurturing of the congregation was limited to Sabbath
morning worship service and Wednesday night prayer meeting. Community outreach
consisted of giving out food baskets to needy families at Thanksgiving and Christmas
seasons. Public evangelism was restricted to the annual fall week of prayer. Baptisms
averaged about ten annually.
After a few months of assessments and much prayer, the church board developed
a mission and vision statement. The ministry strategies and church finance were
coordinated with the church vision acrostic, “REAP” (Reach the unchurched, Equip the
members for ministry, Assimilate new members, and Proclaim the gospel). The pastor
started leadership training. A few months later, the church established several new
ministries (Pathfinders, Adventurers, Youth Ushers, Children’s Choir, and Young Adult
Ministries). The church was organized into community outreach and church membership
visitation. Baptisms rose to an average of twenty to thirty converts annually. In summer of
1995, the church conducted a tent meeting which resulted in twenty-five converts.
Church numerical growth led to relationship problems among the membership.
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The single young adult group continued to increase, but many of them felt disconnected
from meaningful relationships within the church. Half of the singles believed the church
catered fo the young married couples and their families. Some of the single young adults
threaten to transfer their membership to other area churches. Church conflict emerged, yet
the church recognized its responsibility to provide ministry primarily, but not exclusively,
to the African American community in Bladensburg and surrounding metropolitan area.
Bladensburg is a diverse community with a population of 463,240 within a five
mile radius of the township.1The African American population is 321,952, representing
69.5 percent of the total population. The median age of the total population is 35.9 years.
The population by gender is 52.5 percent female and 47.5 percent male. The marital status
of the total population is 36 percent married and 64 percent single. The martial status of
the total female population is 38.5 percent never married, 28.1 percent
widowed/divorced/separated, and 33.4 percent married. The martial status of the total
male population is 39 percent married, 45 percent never married, and 16.1 percent
widowed/divorced/ separated. The total households, consisting of one or more persons
who live together in the same housing unit, regardless of their relationship to each other
are 171,172. The family households are 108,174. The census reveals that 80 percent of
the housing units were built before 1970, with 92.9 percent of the housing units occupied.
The median home value is $120,975. The median household income is $45,170. The
employment status of persons 16 years and older is 375,717. O f the totaled employed
workers, 64.4 percent are white collar workers and 18.9 percent blue collar workers. Over
1The 1990 US Census data, updated to reflect 2000 estimates, is the source for the
demographic information provided.
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half the total workers commute to work using their own transportation, while another 25
percent use public transportation and another 16 percent carpool. The normal
unemployment rate for the total population is 4.6 percent. The average years of school
completed is 12.5 years.
The demographic data indicate a long-established, diverse community with lower
middle class, well-educated, mobile, and urban. Two-thirds of the population is single.
Females make up slightly more than half of the total population, and slightly less than 40
percent of them have never been married. Another third of the female population has been
widOwed/divorced/separated. Males make up slightly less than half of the population, and
45 percent of them have never married. Another 16 percent of the males has been
widowed/divorced/separated.
The large single population of the Bladensburg church and community suggests
that friendship evangelism would be a blessing to both groups. Andy Stanley and Charles
Willits write, “We are a culture craving relationship. In the midst of our crowded
existence, many of us are living lonely lives. We live and work in a sea of humanity, but
we end up missing out on the benefits of regular, meaningful relationships.”1Loneliness
is common among women, it has reached epidemic portions among men. A survey reveals
that 90 percent of the male population in America lack a true friend.*2Most people will not
admit to being lonely, but two-thirds of Americans say that having close relationships
'Andy Stanley and Charles Willits, Creating Community (Sisters, OR: Multnomah
Publishers, 2004), 24.
2John Ortberg, Everybody’s Normal Till You Get to Know Them (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2003), 29.
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with other people is always on their minds.1Even though church members live in a large
city, work at a successful company, attend Bible study, have many acquaintances, they
feel alone.2 Friendship evangelism provides the pastor an opportunity to equip the
members of the church, especially singles, to develop meaning friendships while seeking
to lead others to Christ.

Friendship Evangelism Seminar Background
The Friendship Evangelism Seminar was developed to enable members to
identify, understand, and form various friendships within the church fellowship and
establish friendships with non-members that lead a friend to a personal relationship with
Christ. Before this can happen, however, members and the pastor must be on one accord.
Effective evangelism is accomplished when the pastor and members engage in ministry
together. In order to establish this partnership between pastor and members for
evangelism at the Bladensburg Church, and interest survey was developed and given to
two hundred members during worship service one Sabbath morning (appendix C).
Results from the eight-four interest surveys returned indicated members had a strong
desire to learn friendship evangelism. Many (43%) believed friendship evangelism to be
the most effective type of evangelism and nearly half expressed that the primary type of
evangelism that helped them become a member at Bladensburg Church was friendship
evangelism. In addition to forming a partnership in evangelism, several members
expressed the desire to form closer friendships within the church fellowship. Thus the
’Les Parrott and Leslie Parrott, Relationships (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan,
1998), 13.
2Stanley and Willits, 24.
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idea for a seminar focused on friendship evangelism was developed.
The seminar was designed to help increase the number of members in all age
groups who desire to make and lead friends to Christ. Also, the seminar would provide
those pastors who are active in evangelism but who are uncomfortable with training, a
user-friendly model for equipping members in friendship evangelism.

Friendship Evangelism Seminar Design
Interested persons from the Bladensburg and District of Columbia metropolitan
area, Allegheny East Conference churches participated in the seminar. Participants
learned how to identify, understand, and form friendships within and without the church
fellowship. Participants also learned how to share Christ with friends.
The seminar, Climbing Friendship Mountain, was conducted in the main
sanctuary of the Bladensburg Church each Wednesday night for six weeks. It consisted of
sermons, classroom instruction, and field work experience. Each seminar session lasted
for an hour and thirty minutes. [Two separate Sabbath worship sermons ran for an hour
each]. Before participating in the seminar, attendees signed a personal commitment sheet
(appendix D) and those who successfully completed the training, by regular attendance
and during the field work, received a certificate. Participants formed new friendships
within the church fellowship and with other non-believers. Some even successfully led
friends and relatives to the faith, which resulted in baptism.

Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar
In this section seminar objectives are identified. The seminar course outlines is
provided with information relative to the objectives of each sermon and session.
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Seminar Objectives
The seminar was designed to equip the participants in effective friendship
evangelism. The seminar objectives were: (1) to identify, understand, and form
friendships, (2) to expose the participants to concepts and practical techniques of effective
friendship evangelism, (3) to provide a context for participants to practice developing
friendships, and (4) to prepare participants to effectively share Christ with their friend.

Course Outline
The Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar consisted of two sermons and six
sessions. One sermon was conducted before the first session, and the second sermon was
conducted after the six sessions. Each session included lesson objectives, instruction,
class participation, and summary. The participants engaged in field work assignments
beginning with Lesson 3.
The first sermon, titled “What is a Real Friend?,” introduced the need for
authentic friendship. The sermon content focused on the friendship between Jonathan and
David in 1 Samuel 18. The sermon material was designed to meet the following five
objectives: (1) to share with the participants the need for a real friend, (2) to highlight the
characteristics of a real friend, (3) to make the participants aware of the different types of
friendships, (4) to introduce the participants to a real friend, Jesus Christ, and (5) to
introduce and invite the participants to the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar. The
objectives were achieved by sermon presentation, audience response to sermon content,
and a verbal commitment to attend the seminar.
The first session, titled “A Need for Friendship Evangelism,” was designed to
meet the following objectives: (1) to share with the participants the purpose and
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objectives of the seminar, (2) to provide participants with an general overview of the
seminar, (3) to highlight the need for friendship evangelism, (4) to briefly reexamine the
biblical basis for friendship evangelism, and (5) to obtain a commitment from the
participants to the seminar process. The objectives were achieved by lesson presentation,
group discussion, a commitment contract form that each participant was asked to
complete, and a summary of the main points discussed.
The second session, titled “Four Levels of Friendship Evangelism,” was designed:
(1) to review the need for friendship evangelism, (2) to introduce the concept design of
Climbing Friendship Mountain, and (3) to give the participants an overview of four types
of friendships in the Bible. The objectives were achieved by the lesson presentation,
group discussion, and summary of the main points discussed.
The third session, titled “How to Make Check-Out Friends,” was designed to
achieve the following objectives: (1) to help the participants identify and understand
“check-out” friendships, (2) to examine the biblical evidence for “check-out” friendships,
and (3) to assist the participants in forming “check-out” friendships. The objectives were
achieved by the lesson presentation, the class participation exercise, and summary of the
main points discussed. The participants were asked to practice forming “check-out”
friendships at least once a day as homework.
The fourth session, titled “How to Make Choice Friends,” had the following aims:
(1) to review “check-out” friendships, (2) to help the participants identify and understand
“choice” friendships, (3) to examine the biblical evidence for “choice” friendships, and
(4) to assist the participants in developing “choice” friendships. The objectives were
achieved by the group discussion, lesson presentation, the class participation exercise,
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field work feedback, and summary of the main points discussed. The participants’
homework assignment was to identify a “choice” friendship and be involved in at least
one activity with a “choice” friend during the week.
The fifth session, titled “How to Make Close Friends,” was designed: (1) to
review both “check-out” and “choice” friendships, (2) to help the participants identify and
understand “close” friendships, (3) to examine the biblical evidence for “close”
friendships, and (4) to expose the participants to opportunities to form “close”
friendships. The objectives were achieved by group discussion, lesson presentation, the
class participation exercise, field work feedback, and summary of the main points
discussed. The participants were asked to contact at least one “close” friend and express
gratitude for the friendship and to look for opportunities each day to establish a “close”
friendship before the next session.
The sixth session was titled “How to Introduce People to Your Best Friend.” This
final session was designed with the following objectives: (1) to review the previous forms
of friendships, (2) to help the participants identify and understand “best” friendships, (3)
to examine the biblical evidence for “best” friendships, (4) to expose the participants to
opportunities to introduce a friend to their “best” friend, Jesus Christ, and (5) to have the
participants evaluate the seminar. The objectives were achieved by group discussion, field
work feedback, lesson presentation, summary of the main points discussed, and
presentation of certificates of completion to the participants. The participants were asked
to practice the concepts shared about friendship and to bring a friend to church the
following Sabbath.
The second sermon, titled “I Thought But Now I Know,” was designed to
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incorporate all of the four levels of friendships in one message while leading a friend to
Christ. The sermon content focused on the friendships formed between Namaan, the little
girl, Namaan’s wife, the king of Israel, the soldiers under Namaan’s command, the
servant of the prophet, and the prophet. The ultimate friendship is making Christ one’s
“best” friend. At the end of the sermon, an opportunity was given for the members of
audience to make Christ their “best” friend. The objectives were achieved by sermon
presentation, audience response to sermon content, members bringing friends to church,
and friends accepting Christ as their “best” friend.

Enrollment of Participants
This section contains information about the registration process, promotional
materials, and consent forms used. Feedback is given from the participants relative to
their homework, fieldwork, group discussion, and class exercise assignments. Statistical
information is given about the participants involved in the project along with their
evaluations of the seminar.

Registration for the Seminar
An invitation to register for the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar was made
available to the members of the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church. Each
member received a promotional flyer and information sheet regarding the objectives of
the seminar. The members were free to invite participants from the surrounding churches
in the metropolitan area of Allegheny East Conference churches. The bulletin clerk of the
church was asked to place an announcement in the bulletin for consecutive weeks
beginning at least one month before the start of the seminar. Pre-registration forms (see
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appendix E) were made available to the members. Those who pre-registered were
assessed a $3 fee for materials. Those who did not pre-register were assessed a $6 fee for
materials. Thirty-three persons registered for the program with twenty-eight of those pre
registered. All thirty-three persons were present at the start of the program.

Consent to Participate in the Seminar
The primary objective of the project was to equip the participants in effective
friendship evangelism using the concepts and principles taught in the Climbing
Friendship Mountain Seminar. A secondary purpose for the seminar was to fulfill
requirements of the Doctor of Ministry degree. The participants were advised at the start
of the seminar of the dual purpose of the seminar. Each participant signed a consent
statement (appendix F) indicating his or her full knowledge of the purpose of the seminar
and commitment to continue the seminar.

Participation in the Seminar
The participants were all baptized Seventh-day Adventists holding membership in
the Bladensburg and District of Columbia metropolitan area churches of the Allegheny
East Conference. A breakdown of the registration information indicated that there were
twenty-three participants from Bladensburg, Maryland, eight from Ft. Washington,
Maryland (Breath of Life Church), and two from the District of Columbia (Dupont Park
Church). There were eleven males and twenty-two females who started the program.
Thirty of the participants received a certificate for successfully completing the Climbing
Friendship Mountain Seminar by regular attendance and active participation.
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Classroom Instruction
The Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar was conducted at the Bladensburg
Seventh-day Adventist Church in Bladensburg, Maryland. Sessions were held on
Wednesdays, for six weeks, beginning October 5, 1999. Sessions were one hour and
thirty minutes in duration.
The seminar classroom instruction involved several teaching techniques which
incorporated lectures with the aid of Power Point presentations and flip chart
demonstrations, plus small group discussion and exercises. The majority of participants
explained that the clear, expressive manner and style in which the facilitator delivered the
lecture helped their understanding of the information given. Each session began with
sign-in, review of the previous lesson, and an overview of the current lesson with stated
objectives to be accomplished. Participants’ lessons were issued for each session that
corresponded closely to the lecture outlines (see appendix G for copies of the lecture
outlines). Considerable time was allotted to address questions and concerns. Participants
readily engaged in lively class discussions and small group exercises. Participants
expressed constant appreciation for practical biblical insights and the information given
and received. After each session, a number of participants stayed after class to continue
the discussion on the night’s topic. The sessions that generated the most discussion and
significant response were session 2, a lesson on how to identify and understand the four
types of friendships, session 4, a lesson on how to identify, understand, and build choice
friendships, and session 5, a lesson on how to identify, understand, and build close
friendships. A number of participants expressed that a right understanding between
choice and close friendships helped to resolve unrealistic expectations in previously
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strained relationships with friends. Overall attendance was excellent. Homework
assignments were completed on time and generated excellent feedback. Each participant
demonstrated more confidence initiating friendships by the end of the seminar.
Participants expressed that the seminar enhanced their ability to naturally witness in the
context of everyday life.

Field Work
The field and homework assignments were designed: (1) to provide participants
with practical experience in friendship evangelism, (2) to develop more confidence in
relational witnessing, (3) to capitalize on opportunities to develop existing friendships, (4)
to build significant new friendships, and (5) to share Christ with a friend. In session 3
participants practiced developing friendships, and in session 6 participants practiced
sharing Christ with a friend.
The follow-through of the practice sessions was field work assignments. During
the week between sessions, participants were requested to utilize the concepts and skills
learned in the classroom setting to build friendships in multiple life situations whether at
home, in the workplace, in transit between different places, or in the community where
the person lives.
The field work assignments provided opportunities for valuable feedback, review,
and clarification of witnessing activities at the next session. The field work experience
proved a confidence booster for each participant in building new friendships and
developing established friendships. Participants were more willing to meet and greet
individuals they did not know previously in a variety of settings. Several participants
conveyed that they were more relaxed and comfortable in sharing Christ with a friend.
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The field work assignments provided the necessary reinforcement for of skills and
concepts for participants. Additionally, the field work provided the proper environment to
make the transition from knowledge of friendship skills and concepts to personal
application.

Evaluation of the Project
Twenty-six participants who finished the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar
completed a written evaluation of the program. The evaluation tool measured three main
areas: (1) demographics of participants, (2) the presentation of materials, and (3) the
effectiveness of the program (see appendix H). The demographics focused on age,
gender, and church affiliation. The presentation of materials surveyed preparedness of
presentation, the pace of materials covered, and the effectiveness of the instructor. The
evaluation of the program focused on what the participants gained from the seminar.
Participants were asked to indicate whether they would recommend the seminar to others.
The participants also were requested to indicate what should have been added and to give
additional comments. The evaluation consisted of eleven questions. Three questions
addressed the demographics, four questions about the presentation, and four questions
addressed the overall effectiveness of the seminar. The evaluation results appear as an
attachment to appendix H.
The evaluation results indicate the following pertinent information. The
demographic composition of the participants who completed the written evaluation were
eleven males and fifteen females. The breakdown of the age range of the participants
were: (1) five participants between the ages of 18-35 years, (2) eleven participants
between the ages of 36-50 years, (3) five participants between the ages of 51-65 years,
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and (4) five participants over 65 years. All participants were members of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. Twenty-five participants indicated that the presentation was wellprepared and the materials were covered at a good pace for understanding. The seminar
was considered by one participant to be “not prepared” and “too slow.” The instructor’s
facilitation of the seminar and interaction with the participants had a very positive effect
on the vast majority of participants. One participant indicated the instructor had “too little
or no extent” motivated his knowledge about friendship evangelism. Twenty-five
participants acknowledged they had learned “a lot.” Only one participant responded
“nothing” was learned. No participant was reluctant to recommend the seminar for others.
None of the participants offered suggested changes for the seminar. The participants
provided the following comments regarding the most useful aspects of the seminar:
1.

“The seminar information was adaptable and relevant”

2.

“Understanding the true meaning of friendship”

3.

“The ease of application once the levels of friendships are addressed”

4.

“The way it opens one’s awareness of true friendship and it various levels”

5.

“The necessity of different types of friends”

6.

“The personal realization of having a variety of friends — social, very
close, etc.”

7.

“More friendships were formed as discussion occurred”

8.

“Members sort friends among membership”

The following additional comments were made:
1.

“It was instrumental in Breath of Life members organizing friendship
circles.”
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2.

“We have shared what we learned from the seminar with friends, family
members, and business associates. The knowledge has blessed and
enlightened them. Hurry and copy write material. Please write a book!”

The comments of the participants reveal that three of the four objectives of the
seminar were realized immediately. The participants were able to identify, understand,
and form friendships. Concepts and practical techniques of friendship evangelism are
being applied to daily life situations. The participants from the Breath of Life Church
have organized friendship circles. The final objective of leading a friend to Christ was
realized about three months later as members from the Bladensburg and Breath of Life
churches formed friendships and through these friendships have lead family and friends to
Christ.
The effects of friendship evangelism still exist in the Bladensburg Church today.
Bladensburg Church is known in the community and among area churches for its spirit of
compassion and hospitality. The church membership has befriended the community and
its officials. Once per month the Pastor attends a community pastoral and lay council to
discuss social and religious issues that affect the citizens of the community. The Pastor
has initiated relationships with the township officials. John Moss, the police chief, visits
the church annually to check on the congregation and inform the church about citizens
who need their assistance. David Harrington, the councilman, regularly attends church
services, and assisted the church in purchasing a home next door to the church. The
councilman noted their involvement in the community. The computer program that the
church operates to help the citizens improve their computer skills for job opportunities,
and assist students with their homework. The growing Hispanic population around the
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church benefits from the ten week English as a second language program. Thirty families
with three to four persons per family have attended consistently. The church visits the
community nursing home once per month to encourage its residents. Bladensburg church
has established two ministries to mentor teenagers (Sisters for Christ and Soldiers for
Christ). These organizations include community teenagers and leaders. Both groups run a
feeding program for the community.

CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter provides a summary of the main concepts explored in chapters 1, 2,
and 3. Conclusions and recommendations for further study and improvement of the
project as they pertain to chapters 4 and 5 are suggested. Remarks and reflections are also
given.

Summary
Friendship evangelism has been the Lord’s approach to reaching the lost with the
gospel since the fall of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden. Friendship evangelism is
first modeled in the one-on-one context of a friend (the Lord) reaching out to save
friends (Adam and Eve) in a crisis with the ultimate goal of sharing Christ. Adam and
Eve, being the first recipients of the gospel of Christ, told people in the antediluvian
world about their promised Savior Friend, Jesus Christ.
God continued the personal approach of friendship evangelism through His
covenant relationship with Noah, Abraham, Moses, the nation of Israel, and the prophets
in the Old Testament. The ultimate purpose of the Lord’s covenant relationship with
Israel involved developing an intimate friendship with Israel to share Christ with the
surrounding nations.
The friendship evangelism approach was used extensively by Jesus, the Master
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Evangelist, throughout His ministry to reach others. The early church also made use of
friendship evangelism to generate rapid membership growth for Christ.
The primary purpose of the church is to share the gospel of Christ. The friendship
evangelism approach has many advantages. A friendship approach is flexible and
adaptable to any situation or circumstance. Friendship evangelism personalizes the gospel
suitable for the occasion. It affords the excellent opportunity to break barriers to
witnessing about Christ in a non-threatening method. Friendship evangelism is inclusive.
Friendship evangelism allows each member to establish deeper friendships and foster new
relationships while witnessing about Christ. It can be used independently or in
conjunction with other types of evangelism. Friendship evangelism helps to build greater
team ministries in the local church. It opens more opportunities for more members of all
ages, genders, and skills to engage in the personal work of reaching the masses with the
gospel. Friendship evangelism allows every member called by God for service to fulfill
the biblical mandate to bring others to faith.
The writings of Ellen G. White emphasized the necessity of friendship
evangelism. White strongly declared the responsibility of every member to become
actively engaged in winning people to faith. White pointed out the advantages of a loving,
kind friend in breaking barriers to help a person in need and to lead that person to Christ.
She spoke about the social aspects of evangelism which need to be cultivated in the
members to help take advantage of witnessing opportunities in the daily life experiences.
White felt strongly that the role of the pastor was to model and to teach the members how
to befriend others and to increase the members’ awareness of witnessing through effective
training.
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White’s writings agree with the New Testament concept of the pastor and laity
working together as partners in ministry. The roles of the pastor and the laity in the
partnership are different. The pastor’s primary responsibility is to equip the members to
do the work of ministry. The pastor is to help access and to develop the spiritual gifts of
the members. The pastor must model before the members the skills and concepts that he
or she wishes the members to possess and emulate. Once the spiritual gifts of each
member are identified, the pastor must encourage the members to work together as a team
in utilizing their gifts to win others.
In friendship evangelism the pastor models before the members how to be a
loving and kind Christian while equipping the members with the skills and concepts of
being a friend in order to lead a friend to Christ. The pastor’s example of praying,
encouraging, equipping, and befriending the members will lead the members to follow
his or her spiritual leadership. The members will accept this partnership in ministry and
embrace the opportunity to develop existing friendships while cultivating new
friendships. The members become conscious of the opportunities that exist daily in
sharing Christ with a friend. The pastor and members are less stressed and burdened
because ministry becomes a way of life.
The friendship evangelism programs reviewed for this project all concurred with
the role of the pastor and members working together as partners in ministry. Each
program was designed with the premise that each member must learn the skills and
concepts necessary for cultivating friendships with unreceptive persons in order to share
the gospel of Christ. The programs provide the pastor with instructional material to help
equip the members to share their faith. Each program utilizes the components of
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classroom instruction and participant participation exercises in life related context. The
programs are all designed to enhance friendship evangelism skills of the participants.

Conclusions
The Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar program shared with thirty-three
participants at the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church affirms the importance of
identifying, understanding, and forming friendships to lead others to Christ. The project
emphasized the necessity of each member’s responsibility in sharing Christ with others.
The project provided a model of pastor/teacher as equipper of the members to do the
work of making friends for Christ.
The design of the project combined the essential elements of the existing
friendship evangelism programs reviewed. Implementation of the project confirmed the
importance of pastor as equipper, classroom instruction and participation, and field work
experience. Participants were taught how to identify, understand, develop established
friendships, and form new friendships that can lead to opportunities for sharing Christ.
The project exposed the participants to the conscious reality that exists each day to form a
friendship and share Christ with a friend. The positive evaluations received, the new
friendships formed, old friendships developed, friendship circles established, influence of
participants to secure opportunities for the seminar to be shared at four elementary
schools and three churches, Allegheny East Conference workers meeting and elders
retreat, and the Regional Conference Wives session at Oakwood College, and the fact that
several participants were able to lead a friend to Christ affirms the contribution of the
Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar program and the validity of the project.
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Recommendations
Although the project made a valuable contribution in assisting the participants in
cultivating new friendships, developing existing friendships, and sharing Christ with a
friend, there are several recommendations that are suggested. The first recommendation
has to do with the interest survey and evaluation materials. The friendship evangelism
interest survey could be revised to measure the demographics, interest, skills, and
experience of potential participants in the area of making friends and leading friends to
Christ. This information would make planning presentations and marketing promotional
materials tb a particular group very effective. The evaluation survey would measure the
effectiveness of the skills and concepts learned by the participants which would include
the demographics, presentation of information, and material distributed during the
seminar. This information gathered would aid the presenter in making necessary
improvements to keep future seminars relevant.
Based on the interest survey, promotional materials for various interest groups,
such as Sabbath School classes, small ministry groups, and the worship services could
also be developed. A weekly timetable for the release of the promotional materials would
be developed. The promotional process should be increased from one month to a threemonth period. The bulletin announcements at least one month prior to the first meeting is
sufficient. An extended promotional time would allow for more adequate time for
potential participants to make plans to attend and allow for momentum within the
organization to build among registered participants.
The written materials of the seminar should be updated to present the concepts in
a more attractive appearance and keep information relative to the targeted participants
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user-friendly. New resource materials especially related to interpersonal communication
and group dynamics should be identified and added. The written materials could utilize
the inclusion of cartoons or graphs to illustrate different concepts with a variety of colors
so that they are more attractive to the reader. Additionally, a formatted disc of the Power
Point presentation, along with videotapes, cassettes, and DVDs of the sessions should be
made available to the participants and others for further learning and distribution. The
services especially of the youth and young adults could be incorporated in this process to
engage them in the partnership of ministry.
Another recommendation would involve keeping the seminar limited to one faith
community within an organization. The advantages to the limited approach within an
organization include: (1) developing new friendships, (2) creating caring work
relationships, (3) enhancing ministry effectiveness, and (4) cultivating more effective
team ministry units. The pastor/presenter has the added advantage of knowing the
strengths and weaknesses of the participants. This allows the pastor/presenter to tailor the
material to meet the particular needs of the participants more efficiently.
Also noted or change involves keeping the breakout work groups within the
sessions to no more than twelve participants. Those participants would operate within the
same working units throughout the seminar to increase the opportunities to form new
friendships and cultivate existing friendships. Group bonding experiences can develop
more effectively within smaller groups of four to six participants.
Additionally, developing a variety of time frame formats for the seminar is
strongly recommended. Active participants would be more likely to commit to a weekend
or week seminar. The seminar sessions should continue within the framework of sabbath
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worship services. The flexible and adaptable options should increase the possibility for
increased attendance.
The final recommendation would involve adding a celebration event at the
conclusion o f the seminar. The participants would be provided with written invitations to
distribute to family members, friends, and business associates. The participants would
receive certificates at the end of the event. The participants could make remarks to
introduce their invited guests and affirm the existing friendships or new bonds. The event
would inspire the participants to continue to form friends and lead friends to Christ.
Ultimately, the guests present would be motivated to participate in the next seminar and
encourage others to participate as well. The event would also allow the members
opportunities to befriend guests.
Implementation of the recommendations suggested above will enhance the
effectiveness of the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar program, and serve to make
an already effective ministry tool even better.

Personal Reflections
The process of accomplishing this project has been one of the most enlightening
experiences in my life and ministry. It has afforded me the opportunity to gain greater
insights into identifying, understanding, and forming new friendships. The project
provided me the opportunity to develop a more natural and comfortable way of sharing
my love for Christ with others.
Friendship evangelism is a non-threatening and comfortable lifestyle of
evangelism which combines a genuine love for Christ with a love for people. Friendship
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evangelism helps the members to understand how to cultivate friendships with nonreceptive people. Members with a working knowledge of how to form friendship are
more confident and relaxed in meeting, befriending, seeing, and assisting others in need
without fear of being rejected. This style of evangelism allows more members regardless
of their spiritual gifts, temperaments, or ministries to believe that they can participate in
sharing their love for Christ with others.
The concepts and skills learned from the Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar
program will continue to assist members to identify, understand, form, and cultivate
friendships with conscious knowledge of daily opportunities to share Christ’s love with a
friend. Some friendships renewed will be strengthened and other friendships formed will
last the person a lifetime.

APPENDIX A
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THIRTY-FIVE EXAMPLES OF JESUS ENGAGING
IN PERSONAL EVANGELISM

1.

Jesus call to discipleship for Andrew, John, and Peter (John 1:35-42)

2.

Jesus call to discipleship for Phillip and Nathaniel (John 1:43-51)

3.

Jesus personal dialogue with Nicodemus (John 3)

4.

Jesus and the woman of Samaria (John 4)

5.

Jesus and the nobleman (John 4:46-54)

6.

Jesus and the call of Simon, Andrew, John, and James (Luke 5:1-11)

7.

Jesus and the leper (Mark 1:40-45)

8.

Jesus and the paralytic (Mark 2:1-12)

9.

Jesus and the call of Matthew (Mark 2:13-17)

10.

Jesus and the man at the pool of Bethesda (John 5)

11.

Jesus and the man with the withered hand (Luke 6:6-11)

12.

Jesus and the centurion (Luke 7:1)

13.

Jesus and the widow of Nain (Luke 7:11-17)

14.

Jesus and a sinful woman (Luke 7:36-50)

15.

Jesus and the Gadarene demoniac (Mark 5:1 -20)

16.

Jesus and Jairus (Mark 5:21-43)

17.

Jesus and the woman with an issue of blood (Mark 5:22-34)

18.

Jesus and the two blind men (Matthew 9:27-31)

19.

Jesus and the demoniac (Matthew 9:32-34)

20.

Jesus and the Syrophenician woman (Matthew 15:21-28)

21.

Jesus and the deaf and dumb man (Mark 7:32-37)
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22.

Jesus and the blind man near Bethsaida (Mark 8:22-26)

23.

Jesus and the demoniac boy (Mark 9:14-29)

24.

Jesus and the woman taken in adultery (John 8:1-11)

25.

Jesus and the three would be disciples (Luke 9:51-62)

26.

Jesus and the lawyer (Luke 10:25-37)

27.

Jesus and the man bom blind (John 9)

28.

Jesus and the woman who was bent over (Luke 13:10-21)

29.

Jesus and the rich young ruler (Matthew 19:16-22)

30.

Jesus and the blind man near Jericho (Mark 10:46-52)

31.

Jesus and Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-10)

32.

Jesus and Judas Iscariot (Luke 22; John 13; Matthew 27)

33.

Jesus and Pilate (John 18; 19; Luke 23)

34.

Jesus and Herod (Luke 23; Mark 15)

35.

Jesus and the two thieves (Luke 23:32-43)

FIFTEEN EXAMPLES OF PERSONAL EVANGELISM
IN THE BOOK OF ACTS
1.

Peter and John with the lame man (3:1-11)

2.

Philip with Simon the sorcerer (8:9-24)

3.

Philip and the Ethiopian eunuch (8:26-40)

4.

Ananias and Saul of Tarsus (9:10-19)

5.

Peter with Aeneas and Dorcas (9:32-42)

6.

Peter with Cornelius (10:1-11:18)

7.

Paul with Elymas (13:6-12)
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8.

Barnabas and Saul with Sergius Paulus (13:17-32)

9.

Paul and Silas with Lydia (16:12-15)

10.

Paul and Silas with the Philippian jailer (16:23-40)

11.

Paul’s house to house evangelism in Ephesus (20:17-35)

12.

Paul with Felix and Drusilla (24:24-27)

13.

Paul with king Agrippa (Chapter 26) Note that Paul personalized his appeal.

14.

Paul with Publius and his father (28:7-11)

15.

Paul in his own hired house in Rome for two years (28:16-31)

List taken from: Delos Miles, Master Principles o f Evangelism (Nashville: Broadman
Press, 1982), 11.
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A PARTIAL LIST OF FRIENDSHIPS IN THE BIBLE
1.

Abram and Lot (Genesis 14,18,19)

2.

Abraham and God (Genesis 22; James 2:23)

3.

Moses and God (Exodus 3;33:7-23)

4.

Moses and Aaron (Exodus 4:13-31)

5.

Moses and Joshua (Exodus 24:12-18; Numbers 27:18-23)

6.

Naomi and Ruth (Ruth 1:1 -22)

7.

Jonathan and David (1 Samuel 18,19,20,23)

8.

David and Friends (2 Samuel 15:13-37)

9.

David and Hushai (2 Samuel 15:32-17:29)

10. Elisha and the Shunammite Woman (2 Kings 4:8-44; 8:1-6)
11. David and the Mighty Men (1 Chronicles 11:1-47)
12. Job and His Three Friends (Job 2:1-13; 6:1-7:21; 8:1-22)
13. Jeremiah and Baruch (Jeremiah 36:1-32)
14. Ebed-melech the Ethiopian and Jeremiah (Jeremiah 37:1-38:28)
15. Jesus and the Paralytic (Matthew 9:1-8)
16. Four Friends (Mark 2:1-12)
17. Philip and Nathanael (John 1:45,46)
18. Jesus and Nicodemus (John 3; 7:32,50-52)
19. Peter and His Friends (Acts 12:1-25)
20. Paul and His Friends (Acts 13:13; 15:36-40)
21. Paul and the Believers in Ephesus (Acts 20:17-38)
22. Paul and Onesimus (Philemon 1:8-25)
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Interest Survey
A.

Demographics
1.

Age Range:

18-35

2.

Gender:

Male

3.

Church Member

36-50

51-65

65+

Female
Visitor

Questions
1.

Which type of evangelism are you most interested in learning?
Friendship

2.

Public

Public

Family & Relatives

Other

Do you have any friends who left the church within the past two years?
None

6.

Other

Small Group

Do you have more friends among:
Bladensburg Church

5.

Other

Small Group

Which type of evangelism helped you become a member of the
Bladensburg
Church?
Friendship

4.

Other

Small Group

Which type of evangelism do you believe to be the most effective?
Friendship

3.

Public

1-2

3-4

5+

Which relationships in your life were helpful in leading you to faith in
Jesus? Family____ _ Pastor_____Friend_____ Neighbor_____ Other

7.

If your friends decided to leave your church, how important are your
friendships to you staying a member of the Bladensburg church?

I would leave___I would go with my friends___ I would consider leaving___I will stay
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8.

When you see a friend getting baptized does it make you consider:
Baptism______

9.

Re-baptism_____

Neither_____

When seeing your friends doing evangelism does it motivate you to do
evangelism? (Door to door, visitation, handing out tracks, giving bible
studies, etc.)
Yes

No
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Age Group:
Ques: 1
f
m
Ques: 2
f
m
Ques: 3
f
m
Ques: 4
f
m
Ques: 5
f
m
Ques: 6
f
m
Ques: 7
f
m
Ques: 8
f
m
Ques: 9
f
m

18-35
Friend
11
2
Friend
11
1
Friend
5
1
Bladensburg
4
1
None
10
2
Family
11
4
Leave
2
Baptism
3
1
Yes
11
4

Public
1
Public
2
Public
3
Family
10
3
1-2
4
1
Pastor
5
4
Go/friends

Re-baptism
5
2
No
5

Group
5
4
Group
4
3
Group
2
Other
3
3-4
1
Friend
5
1
Cons/leave

Neither
7
1

Other

Other

Other
9
2

5+
2
Neighbor
2
Stay
14
4

Other
1
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Age Group: 36-50
Ques: 1
Friend
12
f
1
m
Friend
Ques: 2
12
f
1
m
Friend
Ques: 3
13
f
1
m
Bladensburg
Ques: 4
9
f
m
None
Ques: 5
11
f
1
m
Family
Ques: 6
15
f
2
m
Leave
Ques: 7
f
m
Baptism
Ques: 8
2
f
m
Yes
Ques: 9
15
f
2
m

Public
4
1
Public
4
1
Public

Family
8
1-2
9
1
Pastor
8
1
Go/friends
1
Re-baptism
8
No
6

Group
7
1
Group
8
1
Group
2
1
Other
6
1
3-4
2

Other
1

Friend
5

Neighbor

Cons/leave

Stay
23
2

Neither
12
2

Other

Other
9

5+
2
Other
3
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Age Group: 51 -65
Friend
Ques: 1
10
f
1
m
Friend
Ques: 2
12
f
2 '
m
Friend
Ques: 3
10
f
m
3
Bladensburg
Ques: 4
f
5
m
None
Ques: 5
15
f
3
m
Family
Ques: 6
12
f
m
2
Leave
Ques: 7
f
2
m
Baptism
Ques: 8
f
1
m
Yes
Ques: 9
14
f
3
m

Public
4
1
Public
4
1
Public
2
1
Family
13
1
1-2
1

Group
1
1
Group
2
2
Group
2
1
Other
1
2
3-4

Other

Pastor
7
1
Go/friends
2
1
Re-baptism
3

Friend
5

Neighbor

Cons/leave

Stay
13

No
2

Neither
10
3

Other

Other
3

5+

Other
1
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MY PERSONAL COMMITMENT CONTRACT

Name

Church

Signed

Date

I understand that the “Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar” is a six week
process, and I believe the Lord is directing me to commit myself to:

1.

Attend two Sabbath worship services and six sessions

2.

Participate in class and field instruction

3.

Complete assignments

4.

Prepare through prayer and personal study

5.

Share with another person what I learn in class within 24 hours

APPENDIX E
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PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
FOR THE SEMINAR
“CLIMBING FRIENDSHIP MOUNTAIN”

INSTRUCTOR:

Pastor Marcellus T. Robinson

BEGINNING DATE:

October 6,1999

ENDING DATE:

November 10,1999

TIME:

Wednesday’s 7:00 p.m - 8:30 p.m

LOCATION:

Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church
4105 54th Street .
Bladensburg, MD 20710

REGISTRATION FEE:

$3.00 for materials
$6.00 for those who do not pre-register

Please fill out and forward to the Bladensburg Seventh-day Adventist Church. Attention
Church Secretary. For further information you can call (301) 277-5911.

YOUR NAME

_______ _____________________________________________

YOUR ADDRESS

YOUR PHONE

_____

______ ___________________

(H )_______________________ (W)

YOUR CHURCH

_________________________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Registration Received:________________ Date Registration Paid:

APPENDIX F
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STATEMENT OF CONSENT
To be a part of a Doctor of Ministry Project
in conjunction with pursuing the seminar
“Climbing Friendship Mountain”

I hereby grant Pastor Marcellus T. Robinson, to use as he determines the need in
the pursuit of his Doctor of Ministry Project, any information I have produced to date,
and any information I will produce in partial fulfillment of the requirements of the
seminar, “Climbing Friendship Mountain.”
Furthermore, I give consent to fulfill specific requirements of this seminar as they
relate to the design of the doctoral project as directed by Pastor Marcellus T. Robinson.

Date Signed:_________________

_____________________________
Signature of Participant

Date Signed:_______________

______ ____________________
.
Signature of Instructor
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WHAT IS A REAL FRIEND?
1 Samuel 18:1-9

Introduction:
Gale Sayers, the greatest runner in the National Football League from 1965-1969, and
Brian Piccolo of the Chicago Bears are the first black and white players to be roommates
in the history of the National Football League. Gale Sayers makes an appearance on the
Ed Sullivan Show in New York City (after receiving the George Halas Award for being
the Most Courageous Player in the National Football League early in the day). Brian
Piccolo is dying of cancer in Chicago. With tears pouring down his face, Gale Sayers asks
a national television audience to “pray for my friend, Brian Piccolo, the Most Courage
Player in the National Football League.”
What is a real friend? Read 1 Samuel 18:1-9.
I.

A Real Friend is Committed. (1 Samuel 18:1-4)
A.

Friendships are often formed out of a deep need in our lives.
1.
2.

B.

Friendships are formed when one person takes the initiative to be a friend.
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

Saul, Jonathan’s father, is beginning to lose his power as king in
Israel.
David saves Saul and the nation of Israel by killing the giant,
Goliath.

“The soul of Jonathan was knit to soul of David.” (1 Sam. 18:1,
NASB)
“Jonathan loved him as himself.” (1 Sam. 18:1, NASB)
“Jonathan made a covenant with David because he loved him as
himself.” (1 Sam. 18:3, NASB)
“Jonathan stripped himself of the robe that was on him and gave it
to David, with his armor, even to his sword and his bow and his
belt.” (1 Sam. 18:4, NASB)

Friendships are formed when unconditional love is given.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Jonathan loved David unconditionally.
David had nothing to give Jonathan.
Jonathan never looked for anything in return for what he gave
David.
Friends do not keep score.
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II.

A Real Friend is Loyal. (1 Samuel 19:1-7)
A.

Four reasons why friends become disloyal.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

Jonathan spoke well of David to Saul his father when he could have
remained silent.
1.
2.

III.

IV.

V.

Someone you respect becomes disloyal to your friend.
Sometimes the crowd around you is disloyal (peer pressure).
Sometimes you will personally profit by being disloyal to a friend.
You are intimated to become disloyal.

A person’s character can be destroyed with the tongue.
A person’s character can be destroyed sometimes when a friend
remain silent an inappropriate time.

A Real Friend Communicates. (1 Samuel 20:1-4)
A.

Disagreements will not stop communications with a friend.

B.

Communication is easy when unqualified love is expressed.

A Real Friend is Giving. (1 Samuel 23:16-18)
A.

Jonathan gives David his blessing as next king of Israel.

B.

Three months later Saul and Jonathan are killed in battle.

C.

As long as Jonathan lived David never had an opportunity to show him
gratitude for his friendship.

D.

The natural response of friendship is to show gratitude to a friend.

E.

David take care of Jonathan’s cripple son, Mephibosheth. (2 Sam. 9:7)

Jesus Christ is a Real Friend.
A.

Jesus is committed. (Romans 5:8)

B.

Jesus is a communicator. (Genesis 3:9)

C.

Jesus is loyal. (Matthew 26:39)

D.

Jesus is giving. (John 3:16)
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“I THOUGHT, BUT NOW I KNOW”
2 Kings 5:1-15

Introduction:
I want you to imagine, if you please, that we are in Naaman’s company. We are on our
way to the prophet’s house. We have just left the presence of the king of Israel. Naaman
is a little bit hot under the collar. He is upset. You must understand, Naaman is
accustomed to dealing with kings, one-on-one, face-to-face. He has no use for messengers
or servants to the king.
Naaman’s the captain of the king’s men. He is a modem day Colen Powell, a mighty man
of valor. He is the champ. He fears no man. He has won many fights.
I.

Naaman has money, position, power, and family, but he has one problem, leprosy.
A.

Leprosy can ultimately kill you.
1.
2.
3.

B.

Naaman’s money, family, position, and power cannot help him with his
one problem.
1.
2.
3.

II.

III.

Physically, it can destroy your body.
Socially, you can lose your family and friends because people are
afraid of you.
Spiritually, you are conditioned not living right because you are
under the curse of God.

Most people have many problems.
People seek money, family, position, and power everyday to help
them with their many problems.
But none of these can help Naaman with his one problem, leprosy.

Naaman needs help fast to save him from his one problem.
A.

Who can help Naaman?

B.

Who will help Naaman?

C.

Naaman needs a friend to help him in his crisis.

There is one who can help Naaman, but she has been taken by him away from her
family and friends against her will (Naaman’s wife, servant girl).
A.

The servant girl alone has the answer to his one problem.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
B.

The servant girl tells Naaman’s wife the prophet in Israel can save
Naaman.
1.
2.

IV.

Everyone wants to go to the king’s palace.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B.

The way to the king’s palace isfast, quick, and exciting.
The road to the king’s palace is like the express interstate highway.
It is the scenic route with huge trees and beautiful flowers.
Read Matthew 7:13.

The king of Israel cannot help Naaman.

Naaman seeks help from the prophet of Israel.
A.

No one wants to go to the prophet’s house.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B.

The road to the prophet’s house is less traveled.
Few people travel this route.
The road to the prophet’s house is a single lane, winding, narrow
dirt road.
The route is lined with sticky thorns and thistles with weeds.
Read Matthew 7:14.

The prophet of Israel gives Naaman the answer to his one problem.
1.
2.
3.

VI.

Naaman probably would refuse the servant girl’s advise directly
coming from her.
The servant girl tells Naaman’s wife in order for him to get the
help he needs.

Naaman seeks help from the king of Israel.
A.

V.

She is the only witness.
All she has to do is tells what she knows.
If she remains silent, he dies. (She gets vengeance.)
If she speaks and he obeys, he lives. (She gets justice, he gets
mercy.)
What will she do?

Naaman arrives at the prophet’s house looking for some hospitally.
All Naaman receives from the prophet is the word of God deliver
to him by the servant of the prophet.
The answer is simply, “Go, wash in the Jordan River seven times.”

Naaman’s problem is deeper than his skin, but beneath the skin.
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VII.

A.

Naaman is angry because things are not working the way he thought.

B.

Naaman’s greatest problem is his pride and arrogrance.

Naaman obeys the words of God because of an encouraging friend.
A.

Naaman’s servant encourages him to obey the instructions of the prophet.

B.

Naaman reluctantly obeys and dips in the Jordan River.

C.

Naaman is healed.

VIII. Jesus is the answer to our one problem, sin.
A.

We are reluctant to obey God’s word.

B.

We need a friend to encourage us to obey God’s word.

C.

If we obey God’s word, we will be saved from sin.

D.

Jesus is the best friend of the sinner.
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CLIMBING FRIENDSHIP MOUNTAIN SEMINAR
SEMINAR LECTURE OUTLINES
SESSION ONE:

“A NEED FOR FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM”

PART ONE:
Objectives:

^

^

To provide participants with an overview of the seminar.
To share with the participants the purpose and objectives of the
seminar.
To obtain a commitment from the participants to the seminar process.

OPENING REMARKS
1.

Call group together

2.

Warm Welcome

3.

Opening Prayer

A.

INTRODUCTIONS

B.

C.

1.

Instructor - Marcellus T. Robinson

2.

Participants (name, church, why they wanted to attend the seminar)

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
1.

Registration Form

2.

Review Personal Commitment Contract

3.

Consent Form

SEMINAR OBJECTIVES
1.

To teach the participants how to identify, understand, and form
friendships.

2.

To expose the participants to concepts and practical techniques of effective
friendship evangelism.

3.

To provide a context for participants to practice developing friendships.

4.

To prepare participants to effective share Christ with a friend.
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D.

E.

SEMINAR EXPECTATIONS OF PARTICIPANTS
1.

Attend all sessions (reiterate time, dates, and location, etc.)

2.

Active participation

3.

Understand, identify, and form friendships

4.

Introduce a friend to Christ

5.

Receive a Seminar Certificate

REVIEW REMAINING SEMINAR SESSIONS
Session 2 - Four Levels of Friendship Evangelism
Session 3 - How to Make Check-Out Friends
Session 4 - How to Make Choice Friends
Session 5 - How to Make Close Friends
Session 6 - How to Introduce People to Your Best Friend

PART TWO:
Objectives:

F.

To highlight the need for Friendship Evangelism.
To briefly examine the biblical basis for the need for Friendship
Evangelism.

THE NEED FOR FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM
1.

What is the number one problem is America today? (Group Discussion)
a.
b.
c.

2.

Take a five minutes to discuss within your group.
List three of your suggested answers.
Share with all participants your answers.

Loneliness is the one problem in America today. (William Appleton,
Harvard psychiatrist)
a.
b.
c.

d.

Loneliness has been described as the “disease of the decade.”
(Katherine Barrett)
Twenty-nine million Americans now live alone. (U.S. Census
Bureau)
“Americans are among the loneliest people in the world. As many
as one-third of us admit to frequent periods of loneliness.” (George
Gallop, Jr.)
Loneliness is the leprosy of modem society. (Mother Teresa)
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3.

Nine suggestions to overcome loneliness according to William Appleton,
Harvard psychiatrist)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

4.

Six out of the nine suggestions to overcome loneliness relates to having a
friend.
a.

b.
c.
d.

5.

Two-thirds of Americans say that having close relationships with
other people is always on their minds. (Chip Walker and Elissa
Moses)
The number one reason college students seek counseling is for
their relationships. (Bridget Murray)
Ninety percent of the male population in America lack a true
friend. (John Ortberg)
No one wants to admit that they’re lonely. Loneliness is something
people associate with losers. (Jacqueline Olds, psychiatrist)

Lack of friendships is a matter of life and death.
a.

b.

c.

G.

Take note of all the people in your life. (Friends and acquaintances)
Contact at least one friend per day.
Identify your interest and act on them.
Ask yourself how long you have been feeling lonely.
Make time for your friendships.
Learn to separate your friends from acquaintances.
Expect to feel lonely at some time.
Get a pet.
Avoid things that compound your loneliness.

As infants, we do not know or understand the subtle dynamics of
relating and love, but our need for connection is already so strong
that its absence impairs natural growth and development, even
bringing on death. This profound and deep human need for
nurturance does not change as we grow older. Not by a long shot.
Adults who isolate themselves from the world, refusing so much as
to own a pet, are likelier to die at a comparatively young age than
those who cultivate companionship. (Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott)
Adults who do not cultivate nurturing relationships have premature
death rates twice as high as those with frequent caring contact.
(Studies done at University of California at Berkeley)
The data indicates that social isolation is as significant to mortality
as smoking, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, obesity, and lack
of exercise. (James S. House of the University of Michigan)

BRIEFLY EXAMINE THE BIBLICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE NEED FOR
FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM.
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What was God’s original plan? (Review Gen 1-2)
cr p

1.

2.

God is a relational being. (Gen 1:26)
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

“And God saw it was good.” (Gen.l:4,10,12,18,21,25)
“It was very good.” (Gen 1:31)

God the Father
God the Son
God the Holy Spirit
One God—perfectoneness—yet three persons

God created man and woman for relationship with Him and each other.
a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Created man and woman in his own image. (Gen 1:27)
In a perfect world, God declared, “It is not good for man to be
alone.” (Gen 2:18)
God created us with a hunger for relationship—for relationship
with Him and with our fellow people. At our very core we are
relational beings. The soul cannot prosper without being connected
to others. (Dr. Henry McCloud)
What is striking is that the Fall has not yet occurred. There is no
sin, no disobedience, nothing to mar the relationship between God
and man. The human being is in a state of perfect intimacy with
God. Each word he and God speak with each other is filled with
closeness and joy, he walks with God in the garden in the cool of
the day. He is known and loved to the core of his being by his
omniscient, Loved-filled Creator. Yet the word God uses to
describe him is “alone.” (John Ortberg)
We often talk about inside every human being there is a God
shaped void that no other person can fill. But, apparently, there is
also a “human-shaped-void” in every person that God Himself will
not fill.
No substitute will fill this need in you for human relationship. Not
money. Not achievement. Not busyness. Not money, Not busyness.
Not books. Not even God Himself. Even thought this man was in a
state of perfection, he was “alone.” and it was “not good.” (Andy
Stanley and Charles Willits)
Alone and isolated were never to be used to describe His children.
It’s not good because we were created with a deep need for rich
and meaningful connection with other people. Without it, we don’t
reflect the image of the One who created us. And without it, bad
things happen, like lost perspective, fear of intimacy, selfishness,
and poor health, (Andy Stanley and Charles Willits)
A person’s ability to love and connect with others lays the
foundation for both psychological and physical health. This
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h.

H.

research illustrates that when we are in a loving relationship, a
bonded relationship, we are growing. When we are isolated, we are
slowly dying. (Dr. Henry Cloud)
“So God created man in his own image” (Gen 1:27). Just as God
exists in meaningful relationship, so are we to exist in this quality
of relationship as well. The need for it is part of our genetic
makeup. God is a relational being and He created His prized
creations, you and me, with the need for significant relationship as
well. (Andy Stanley and Charles Willits)

CLOSING
1.

Review the main points of the lesson.

2.

Preview Session 2, “Four Levels of Friendship Evangelism”

3.

Homework Assignment: Make a list of all the people in your life (friends
and acquaintances).
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SESSION TWO
“FOUR LEVELS OF FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM”
Objectives:

To review the need for Friendship Evangelism
To give the participants an overview of the different types of
friendships
To introduce the concept design of Climbing Friendship Mountain
Seminar

OPENING REMARKS
1.

Prayer and welcome

2.

Review of Session One: “The Need for Friendship Evangelism”

A.

THE COMPONENTS OF FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM ARE REVEALED IN
THE LORD’S COVENANT RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS PEOPLE IN THE
OLD TESTAMENT.
1.

The Lord seeks out Adam and Eve after the first sin.
a.
b.
c.

2.

The Lord saves the human family through covenant relationship with
Noah.
a.
b.

3.

The Lord establishes His covenant with Noah. (Gen 6:18)
Rainbow sign is a reminder o f God’s grace and mercy. (Gen 9:817)

God’s friendship with humanity is extended through His covenant
relationship with Abraham.
a.
b.
c.

4.

“Where are thou?” (Gen 3:9)
The first messianic promise is given in the Bible that speaks of One
who will break the power of Satan. (Gen 3:15)
Paul affirms the promise to our day. (2 Pet 3:9)

God’s “I will” promises to Abraham. (Gen 12:1-3)
God reaffirm His covenant relationship with Abraham as “the
friend of God.” (Gen 15:1 -21)
God announces to Abraham that He will establish His covenant
with the birth of Isaac. (Gen 17:1-14)

God’s establishes His friendship with Moses and the nation of Israel,
a.

Israel asked, “What is His name?” (Exod 3:13)
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b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.

h.

B.

“I AM THAT I AM” (Exod 3:14)
The Lord established His friendship with Israel by delivering Israel
from the Egyptian bondage.
God’s friendship is extended to all people through Israel. (Exod
6:4-8; Ps 106:45)
By choosing to be friends with God, Israel is allowed to enter a
deeper relationship with Hm which other nations can only observe
from a distance. (Exod 19:5; 24:7)
Evangelism among the nations was to be fostered through the
covenant relationship with the Lord. (Exod 19:6; Deut 26:19)
Peter applies these same phrases, “peculiar treasure” and “holy
nation,” to the New Testament church with the same implications
of evangelizing the world with the good news of Jesus Christ. (1
Pet 2:9)
The Lord expects the New Testament church to engage in
evangelism with people through the believer’s friendship with
Christ.

JESUS MODELED FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM IN HIS DEALINGS WITH
PEOPLE.
1.

Jesus accepted people in their different life situations.
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Jesus reached people where they were. (John 1:37, 38)
Jesus touched people at their point of need. (John 2)
Jesus showed them love and compassion. (John 5)
Jesus gradually led them to Himself as their Savior and Friend.
(John 4)

Friendship evangelism is the most effective approach to reaching people
for Christ.
“Christ method alone will give true success in reaching people. The Savior
mingled with men as one who desired their good. He showed His
sympathy for them, ministering to their needs, and won their confidence.
Then He bade them, ‘Follow Me.’” MH 143
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

Mingled with people
Showed compassion for them
Met them at their point of need
Gained their confidence
Ask them for a deeper level of commitment to friendship

A practical definition of friendship evangelism is:
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A Chrisitian who shares the gospel of Christ through a personal
friendship with those whom one come in the contact in day to day life.
C.

HOW DO I IDENTIFY AND DEVELOP'CLOSE FRIENDSHIPS?
1.

Pamela Reeve — Three Levels of Friendships
a.
Acquaintances — “Friends along the way”
b.
Companions — “Friends for the hike”
c.
Intimate Friends — “Friends for the journey”

2.

Karol Ladd and Terry Ann Kelly — The Circle of Friendships
a.
b.
c.

3.

John Maxwell — Four Types of Friendship
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Surface — The most common of all relationships
Structured — Built on routine encounters
Secure — Friendships are tested
Solid — Long-term relationships

Byron K. Hill — Seven Degrees of Friendshps
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

5.

Acquaintances — Woman at well (John 4)
Good Friends — Lazarus, Mary, Martha
Soul Mates — Peter, James, and John

Acquaintances — Familiar strangers
Neighbor — Those who are nearby and willing to help
Confederates — Mutually dependent but rarely equal in power
Pals — Share social activities
Close Kin — Like family or they can be family
Co-workers or Roommates — Develop with effort put into
relationships
Close Friends — Truest Friends, but few in number

Climbing Friendship Mountain — Four Levels of Friendship
a.
b.
c.
d.

Check-Out — Casual relationships
Choice — Social
Close — Companionship
Best — Intimate

CLOSING
1. •

Review main points.

2.

Preview Session Three — “How to Make Check-Out Friends”
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3.

Homework Assignment — From the previous list of friends and
acquaintances start to identify what level of friendship exist and why.
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SESSION THREE
“HOW TO MAKE CHECK-OUT FRIENDS”
Objectives:

To review life in twenty century vs. twenty-first century
To help the participants identify and understand “check-out”
friendships
To examine the biblical evidence for “check-out” friendships
To assist the participants in forming “check-out” friendships

OPENING REMARKS
1.

Prayer and Welcome

2.

Review of Session Two: Four Levels of Friendship Evangelism

A.

TWENTY CENTURY LIFE VS. TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY LIFE — WHAT
HAPPENED? In culture where we can pull money from a machine and never
interact with a bank teller, walk on the crowded sidewalk without meeting
another’s eyes, and call telephone assistance only to get information from a
computerized voice, it’s truly possible to be alone in a crowd. National surveys, in
fact, find that a quarter of Americans say they’re felt lonely in the last month. And
if they confess to feeling lonely, two-thirds of Americans say that having close
relationships with other people is always on their minds. (Drs. Les & Leslie
Parrott)
1.

Life in the twenty centuiy.
a.

b.

2.

When life was simpler and commute times were nonexistent,
homes were constructed with front porches, so when people took
evening walks or afternoon drives, it was commonplace to “run
into” neighbors sitting on their porch. One thing usually led to
another, and before long, you were invited to sit with them and
enjoy casual conversation and a cold beverage. People actually
took the time for one another and saw value in this spontaneous
interaction. Talk time on the porch was a way of life. (Andy
Stanley and Bill Willits)
The American front porch further represented the ideal of
community in America. For the front porch existed as a zone
between the public and private, an area that could be shared
between the sanctity of the home and the community outside. It
was an area where interaction with the community could take
place. (Scott Cook)

Life in the twenty-first century.
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a.

b.

c.

3.

An interesting fact — You have the option of getting on a plane and
visiting 80 percent of the country’s population withing two hours! (Andy
Stanley and Charles Willits)

4.

Having access to people isn’t the issue for most of us. So why the
loneliness?
a.

b.

B.

Today more than three-fourths of the American people live in
metropolitan areas, and more than two-thirds of those live in
suburbs. (Phillip Langdon)
In the midst of busy lives, overcommitted schedules, and congested
cities, we feel alone. Although we drive on overcrowded freeways
to catch overbooked flights and sit in jam-packed airplanes, we live
in isolation. (Andy Stanley and Bill Willits)
Retreating from the busyness and intensity of work life, we come
home, put the garage door down, and escape. Not outside to the
openness of our front porch, but inside to the TV in our living
room. And if we go outside, it’s not to the porch on the front of our
house, it’s to the deck on the back of our house. The harsh truth is
that after a long, hard day, and perhaps a crowded commute, we
don’t want to see more people. We want to get away from them!
The last thing we want to do at the end of a day is to have one more
conversation, be forced to make one more decision, or fulfill one
more request. So we shun unplanned interactions by hiding. Our
goal is to avoid people—and what they potentially want from
us—at all cost! (Andy Stanley and Charles Willits)

Even though we live in large cities or communities, work at
successful companies, and attend different events, We feel alone...
Many couples will tell you they experience the same thing. Being
married does not exempt someone from the emptiness associated
with isolation. We are a culture craving relationship. In the midst
of our crowded existence, many of us are living lonely lives. We
live and work in a sea of humanity, but we end up missing out on
the benefits of regular, meaningful relationships. (Andy Stanley
and Charles Willits)
We want to be wanted, accepted, enjoyed, and loved. Psychologists
call it our “affiliative drive.” And make no mistake, no one is too
big, strong, talented, or tough to go without belonging. The need to
belong is not just about feeling warm and accepted. It’s literally, a
matter of life or death. (Drs. Les & Leslie Parrott)

JESUS MINGLED WITH PEOPLE AS ONE WHO DESIRED THEIR GOOD.
MH 143
1.

Mingled with sinners. (Luke 5:29; 15:2)
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C.

D.

E.

2.

Ministered to the crowd. (Matt 7:28, 29; 9:35, 36; 13:34-43)

3.

Helped out at a wedding. (John 2)

4.

Day to day encounters with strangers. (Luke 19)

5.

Ministered to the disabled. (John 5)

6.

Attended funerals. (Luke 7:11-16)

7.

Made time for outsiders. (Luke 7:2-10)

8.

Received strangers. (John 1: 37-39)

HOW TO MAKE CHECK-OUT FRIENDS.
1.

Mingle with people.

2.

Introduce yourself to them.

3.

Be relaxed, be kind, and listen attentively.

4.

Ask questions.

5.

Value them. (1 Cor 9:22)

PRACTICE THE EIGHT RULES OF CONVERSATION
1.

Listen attentively.

2.

Don’t interrupt.

3.

Avoid criticizing.

4.

Use praise instead of sarcasm.

5.

Never talk down to others.

6.

Avoid gossip and rumors.

7.

Drop pretense; speak to be understood.

8.

Treat everybody like somebody.

CLASS EXERCISE — PARTICIPANTS ROLE PLAY MAKING
ACQUAINTANCES.
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F.

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHECK-OUT FRIENDS.
1.

The most common of all relationships, but it provides the foundation for
all other kinds of relationships.

2.

The first sort of relationship which God provides — “Friends along the
way.”

3.

Casual friends enrich and brighten our daily lives — new experiences.

4.

People we meet daily with no personal risk involved.

5.

We don’t choose them, but God does for us usually in public place —
work, school, church, or community events.

6.

Jesus recognized the value of every person He met.

7.

People we see simply because of where you live and what you do.

8.

Generate the greatest volume of friends with no commitments.

CLOSING
1.

Review main points concerning Check-Out Friends.

2.

Preview Session 4 — “How to Make Choice Friends”

3.

Homework assignment — Practice making Check-Out Friends.

4.

Identify the Check-Out Friends in your life and begin to pray for them
daily.
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SESSION FOUR
“HOW TO MAKE CHOICE FRIENDS”
Objectives:

To review “check-out” friendships
To examine the biblical evidence for “choice” friendships
To help the participants identify and make “choice” friendships

OPENING REMARKS
1.
2.
3.

A.

B.

Prayer and welcome
Review Session 3: “How to Make Check-Out Friends”
Review homework assignment — Practice making Check-Out Friends and pray
for them daily
JESUS MINGLED AND SHOWED CONCERN FOR OTHERS.
1.

He attend social events like weddings. (John 2)

2.

He went to homes of people who heeded His assistance. (Luke 19:1-10)

3.

Christ eat meals with known sinners. (Luke 5:27-32)

4.

Went to parties given in His honor. (Matt 26; John 12)

5.

Spend time with teaching others (The Seventy), but they were not in His
inner circle. (Luke 10:1-22)

6.

Jesus did not share with the Seventy His inner secrets. (Luke 10:23,24)

ELLEN WHITE ENCOURAGES BELIEVERS TO BE SOCIAL WITH
OTHERS LIKE CHRIST.
1.

He reached the hearts of people by going among them an one who desired
their good. DA 151

2.

He met them at their daily vocations, and manifested an interest in their
secular affairs.” DA 151

3.

Let them see that our religion does not make us unsympathetic or exacting.
DA 152

4.

We are not to renounce social communion. We should not schedule
ourselves from others. In order to reach all classes, we must meet them
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where they are. They will seldom seek us on their own accord. . . In the
home of the lowly, and in the mansion of the great, at the hospitable bed,
and in the gatherings of the innocent social enjoyment. DA 152
C.

D.

HOW TO MAKE IDENTIFY AND MAKE CHOICE FRIENDS.
1.

Based on mutual interests and share common needs and concerns.

2.

They come in all shapes and sizes, but not as many.

3.

Coworkers who work on projects together and discover common interest.

4.

Share a kindred spirit of sorts — “beyond the surface experience” — we
connect with them.

5.

Built on routine encounters.

6.

May be tied to a specific place and time, normally a joyful experience.

7.

Share social activities that cross the barrier of age, class, and race.

8.

The commitment level of the relationship is based on the social event or
activity only, but can be cultivated into a deeper level friendship.

9.

We not only know who they are, but what they’re about. (Pamela Reeve)

BE CAREFUL.
1.

Be cautious in friendships. (Prov 12:26)

2.

Avoid becoming to close with people who are not walking with Christ.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

E.

Do not sit in judgment over others.
Do not condemn others.
Use discernment in what you say and do — do not get involved in
corrupt lifestyles.
Do not share with them your personal secrets.
Be accountable with people of the opposite sex — let your spouse
or friend know what is going on at all times.

CLASS EXERCISE.
1.

Get in your small group and read Acts 8:26-39. Identify what interest that
Philip and the Eunuch had in common.
a.

How you do react when you are interrupted by a stranger?
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b.
2.

F.

How will you view interruptions in the future?

Share with the group the personal activities that you enjoy. Make a list of
those activities.

CLOSING
1.

Review the main point of the session.

2.

Preview Session Five: “How to Make Close Friends”

3.

Homework assignment — From your list of social activities that you
enjoy, ask a Check-Out Friend to spend time with you in one activity of
mutual interest.
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SESSION FIVE
“HOW TO MAKE CLOSE FRIENDS”
Objectives:

To review both “check-out” and “choice” friendships
To examine the biblical evidence for “close” friendships
To help the participants identify and learn “how to” make close
friends

OPENING REMARKS
1.

Prayer and welcome

2.

Review of Session Four: “How to Make Choice Friends”

A.

PEOPLE ARE LOOKING FOR MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS.

B.

1.

Everyone wants to be wanted, accepted, enjoyed, and loved... Our need
for relationship is all part of God’s design. (Drs. Les & Leslie Parrott)

2.

God created us with a hunger for relationship—for relationship with Him
and our fellow people. At our very core we are relational beings. The soul
cannot prosper without being connected to others. (Dr. Henry Cloud)

3.

“So God created man in his own image” (verse 27). Just as God exists in
meaningful relationship, so are we to exist in this quality of relationship as
well. The need for it is part of our genetic makeup. God is a relational
being and He created His prized creations, you and me, with the need for
significant relationship as well. (Andy Stanley and Charles Willits)

JESUS MINGLED WITH OTHERS, SHOWED CONCERNED FOR THEM,
MET THEIR NEEDS, AND WON THEIR CONFIDENCE.
1.

Christ developed His relationship with the Twelve over time.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.

“Come and see.” (John 1:37-39)
Those who met Him first told the others. (John 1:40-46)
Jesus accepts people where they are and as they are. (John 1:50-51)
They went to social occasions together. (John 2:1-11)
They spent only four months with Him, then they would go home.
(Bill Hull)
During these four months, He gave them vision of ministry. They
saw him perform miracles, clear the temple, witness to both a
religious leader and an immoral woman, and challenge the
religious establishment. (Bill Hull)
The emphasis was on watching Jesus.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
2.

He showed them how to study the Word. (Mark 1:21-28)
He demonstrated a personal prayer life. (Mark 1:35-38)
Modeled friendship evangelism. (Mark 2:15-17)
Enj oyed fellowship with them. (John 5:20)

Jesus had a special relationship with the Twelve.
“Come and follow Me.” (Mark 1:16-20; Luke 5:1-11; 6:12-16)
They choose to follow Jesus. (Matt 4:18-22; 9:9)
Jesus show them how to do it, then do it with them. (Matt 10:8-14;
Mark 6:8-13)
This was a ten month period of training. (Bill Hull)

3.

Jesus would let them do ministry and deploy them to their own ministry.
(Bill Hull)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

4.

Jesus wanted friends, not servants. (John 15:15)
a.
b.
c.
d.

C.

“Come and be with Me.” (Matt 9:37-38)
The requirements were harsh. (Matt 8:18-22 and Matt. 10:16-23)
Jesus gave them instructions before sending them on their first
evangelistic meeting. (Matt 10)
He led by example and shared the work. (Matt 11:1)
The Twelve had freedom to speak their minds. (Matt 26:8-9; Matt
16:21-22; Mark 10:35)
Christ shared secrets with the Twelve that He did not share with
others. (Luke 10:23-24)
The twenty month of service with Christ. (Bill Hull)

“You will remain in Me.” (John 15:7-8)
Jesus pours His heart out to them. (John13-17)
He expects to see a change in them. (John 15-17)
Christ offers forgiveness when He has been wronged. (John 21)

ELLEN WHITE COMMENTS CONCERNING CHRIST RELATIONSHIP
WITH THE TWELVE.
1.

The Savior knew the character of the men whom He had chosen; all their
weaknesses and errors were open before Him; He knew the perils through
which they must pass, the responsibility that would rest upon them; and
His heart yearned over these chosen ones. DA 291,292

2.

Alone upon the mountain near the Sea of Galilee He sent the entire night
in prayer for them, while they were sleeping at the foot of the mountain.
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With the first light of dawn He summoned them to meet Him; for He had
something of importance to communicate to them. DA 292
3.

D.

E.

These disciples had been for some time associated with Jesus in active
labor. John and James, Andrew and Peter, with Philip, Nathanael, and
Matthew, had been more closely connected with Him than the others, and
had witnessed more of His miracles. DA 292

ELLEN WHITE ENCOURAGES BELIEVERS TO BEFRIEND OTHERS.
1.

The strongest argument in favor of the gospel is a loving and lovable
Christian. MH 470

2.

This simple straightforward, solid reliability in the daily deportment of a
Christian will do more to foster and generate fidelity in others than all the
preaching of a lifetime. Not only will it encourage our contemporaries to
put confidence in us, but much more importantly it will lead them,
eventually, to meet the Master and put their trust in Him. MB 134-135

3.

These are souls perplexed with doubt, burdened with infirmities, weak in
faith, and unable to grasp the Unseen, but a friend whom they can see,
coming to them in Christ’s stead, can be a connecting link to fasten their
trembling faith upon Christ. DA 297

4.

Being social and coming close to people, you may turn the current of their
thoughts more readily than by the most able discourse. GW 193

5.

By personal labor reach those around you. Become acquainted with them.
This work cannot be done by proxy. Money lent or given will not
accomplish it. By visiting the people, talking, praying, sympathizing with
them, you will win hearts.
To do it, you will need resolute, persevering faith, unwearying patience,
and a love for souls. 6T 115

HOW TO MAKE CLOSE FRIENDS.
1.

Help a person in personal crisis.

2.

Need to be in the right place at the right time doing the right thing. (Matt
8:23-27)

3.

Share time and experiences.

4.

This friendship is established during times of difficulty. (Prov 17:17)
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F.

G.

5.

Trust is developed, a bond is formed when this friendship is put to the test.
(Prov 27:10)

6.

Reach a comfort zone with each other and begin to share more of yourself.

CLASS EXERCISE.
1.

Get in your group. Read Ruth 1:8-22. Ruth and Naomi’s friendship
developed through circumstances in their lives—famine, marriage, death,
and the need to go in the face of tragedy. How do you think God uses
circumstances to develop relationships in our lives?

2.

How can even tragedy produce growth in our lives? Briefly share with the
group.

CLOSING.
1.

Review the main points.

2.

Preview Session Six: “How to Introduce People to Your Best Friend”

3.

Homework assignment.
a.
b.

Contact at least one “close” friend and express gratitude for the
friendship.
Look for opportunities each day to assist people, especially “check
out” and “choice” friends, in difficulty and be open for a “close”
friendship to blossom.
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SESSION SIX
“HOW TO INTRODUCE PEOPLE TO YOUR BEST FRIEND”
Objectives:

A.

B.

C.

To review the previous forms of friendships
To examine the biblical evidence for “best” friendships
To help the participants identify and understand “how to” have
“best” friends
To expose the participants to opportunities to introduce a friend to
their “best” friend, Jesus Christ
To have the participants evaluate the seminar

JESUS ORGANIZED THE TWELVE INTO SMALLER GROUPS. (WILLIAM
YOUNT AND MIKE BARNETT)
1.

The first group consisted of Peter, James, John, and Andrew. Peter is
always consider the leader of the group. (Note: Andrew introduced Peter
to Jesus).

2.

The second group consisted of Philip, Bartholomew (Nathanael),
Matthew, and Thomas. Philip is listed first among the second group.

3.

The third group consisted of James the son of Alphaeus, Thaddeus (Judas
the son of James), Simon the Zealot, and Judas Ischariot. James is first
among this final group.

4.

The scriptural references are found in Matt 10:2-4; Mark 3:16-19; Luke
6:14-16; and Acts 1:13.

OF THE TWELVE, JESUS PAID SPECIAL ATTENTION TO PETER, JAMES,
AND JOHN. (WILLIAM YOUNT AND MIKE BARNETT)
1.

They were present when Jesus healed the daughter of Jairus. The other
disciples remained outside. (Mark 5:37-38)

2.

These three witnessed the transfiguration of Jesus, Moses, and Elijah on
the mountain top while the others remained at the bottom. (Matt 17:1-9)

3.

The same three went with Jesus further into the garden of Gethsemane
while the other remained at the gate. (Matt 26:36-38)

THEIR CHARACTERS WERE TRANSFORMS BECAME OF THEIR
RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS.
1.

They overcame their short tempers and large egos — the arrogant
fisherman and the “sons of thunder.”
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2.

The three became leaders in the Christian church.
a.
b.
c.

D.

E.

F.

Peter evangelized the Jews.
James pastored the church in Jerusalem.
John pastored the church in Ephesus.

JESUS HAD HIS ONE.
1.

John was recognized as “the disciple whom Jesus loved.” (John 13:23;
21:20)

2.

Jesus entrusted His mother to John’s care. (John 19:25-27)

3.

John’s account of the gospel reveals the personal side of Jesus.

4.

The smaller the group, the relationship with Jesus grew deeper.

ELLEN WHITE RECOGNIZED THE SMALLER GROUPS AMONG THE
TWELVE.
1.

These disciples had been for some time associated with Jesus in active
labor. John and James, Andrew and Peter, with Philip, Nathanael, and
Matthew, had been more closely connected with Him than the others, and
had witnessed more of His miracles. DA 292

2.

Peter, James, and John stood in still nearer relationship to Him. They were
almost constantly with Him, witnessing His miracles, and hearing His
words. DA 292

3.

John pressed into still closer intimacy with Jesus, so that he is
distinguished as the one whom Jesus loved. DA 292

4.

John seem to have enjoyed to a pre-eminent degree the friendship of
Christ, aind he received many tokens of the Saviour’s confidence and love.
AA 539

5.

To his latest days John closely followed the Lord. DA 816

6.

His relationship with Christ helped him overcome his proud, self-assertive,
ambitious for honor, impetuous, evil temper, revengeful attitude, and spirit
of criticism. DA 540

IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS OF BEST FRIENDS.
1.

Share feelings and emotions, and cares deeply.
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H.

2.

Be honest, transparent, and faithful.

3.

Offer complete acceptance and provides space.

4.

Be willing to confront out of love.

5.

Have a given spirit and high commitment.

6.

Provide comfort and security at all times.

7.

Keep secrets and forgive faults.

8.

Celebrate success and laughs easily.

9.

Intimate sharing, so you they are few in number usually three or less.

CLASS EXERCISE.
1.

Get into your group and read ISam 13-14; 18:1-4; 19:1-6; and 20:1-42.

2.

What characteristics of a “best” friend do you find? List.

3.

How did Jonathan respect his father, the king, and not compromise his
friendship with David?

SIX WAYS TO DEVELOP AN INTIMATE FRIENDSHIP. (JOHN 14:1-18)
1.

An intimate friend is an encouraging friend, (verses 1-4)

2.

Honesty begins to surface. You can ask real questions, (verses 2, 5)

3.

There are times of confrontation, (verses 8-12)
a.
b.

This is the most difficult point in developing a relationship with a
friend.
Ask yourself three questions before confronting a person:
1.
2.
3.

Am I confronting for their benefit or mine?
Do I have the right attitude?
If they react wrongly will I act correctly?

4.

A giving spirit is displayed, (verses 13, 14)

5.

Proven love develops, (verse 15)

6.

Comfort and security is generated, (verses 16-18)
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JESUS MODELS HOW TO LEAD A FRIEND TO CHRIST. (JOHN 4)
1.

Jesus did not allow his personal or physical feelings to effect his
witnessing. Effective friendship evangelism is as much character as it is
burden, (vs. 6)

2.

Jesus’ conversation began on her level of understanding, (vs. 7)
a.
b.

3.

Jesus conversation began on her level of understanding, (vs. 7)
a.
b.

4.

Do not be a know-it-all.
Have a “can you help me” attitude.

Jesus saw her soul and not her skin. (vs. 9)
a.
b.

5.

“Give me something to drink.”
He met her on common ground.

Jesus knew no barriers. He crossed all barriers.
He talked to a Samaritan, a woman, and not a good moral woman.

Jesus turned her thoughts to spiritual conversation, (vs. 10)
a.
b.
c.
d.

This is the most difficult part.
Go to spiritual things in a positive way.
Take their negative problem and turn it into a positive.
They will listen to your answer if you’re living it.

6.

Jesus continued to share even though she did not understand everything,
(verses 11-14)

7.

Jesus wetted her appetite for spiritual things, (vs. 14)

8.

Jesus received wisdom that enabled Him to touch her life, (verses 15-19)
a.
b.
c.

9.

Jesus was not side-tracked when the subject was changed, (verses 19-24)
a.
b.
c.

10.

He went right to where her problem was.
He that winneth souls is wise. (Prov 11:30)
He that lacks wisdom let him ask of God. Jas 1:5

“You’re a Seventh-day Adventist, I’m a Baptist.”
Remember Jesus saves.
Smile, agreed, and get back to the subject.

Jesus told her His great secret — “I’m your answer.” (verses 25-26)
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11.

Jesus waited until her heart was prepared, (vs. 26)

12.

Jesus rejoiced over the conversion of His friend, and it meet His needs,
(verses 32-34)

13.

Jesus increased His vision for many because He shared with one. (verses
35-38)

14.

Jesus touched the lives of many because He touched the life of one. (verses
39-42)

CLOSING
1.

Review the main points.

2.

Evaluation form is filled out.

3.

Final remarks of thanks.

4.

Issued certificates.

5.

Homework assignment:
a.
b.

Continue to practice the concepts shared about friendships.
Invite and bring a friend to church the following Sabbath.

APPENDIX H

CLIMBING FRIENDSHIP MOUNTAIN
SEMINAR EVALUATIONS
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Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar Evaluation
A. Demographics
1. Aee Ranee: 18-35

36-50

2. Gender:

F

M

65+

51-65

Visitor

3. Church Member

B. Presentation
1. Did the presentation seem prepared?

2. Material was covered: Too slow________Good Pace_______ Too Fast_______
3. To what extend did the instructor have a motivating effect, contributing to your
learning?
5
To a very
great extent

4

3
To some
extent

2

1
To little
or no extent

4. To what extent did the instructor’s interaction with the participants facilitate
your learning?
5
To a very
great extent

4

3
To some
extent

2

1
To little
or no extent

C. Program
5. How much did you learn? A lot______ A Little_______ Nothing___
6. Would you recommend that others attend this program?
5
Yes Definitely

4

3
Possibly

2

1
Definitely not
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7. What did you find most useful about the program?

8. What, if anything should have been included that was not? Please write any
additional comments you might have. Thank you.
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Climbing Friendship Mountain Seminar Evaluation (Pastor/Leader)
A. Presentation
1. Could your participants follow the presenter well? . _ ■ _____________

2. Was the presenter’s points clear and concise?

B. Program
1. Were there any non-members in attendance?___________
2. Was the program geared to the needs of your participants?

3. To what extent did the program meet your expectations in terms of value and
quality?

4. How relevant was the program to your church and its ministries?

5. Would you recommend the program to other pastors/churches?
6. Additional Comments:

___________________________

C. Demographics
1. Exact Attendance_____ _____
2. Church Name & Address

Number of Visitors
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